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ABSTRACT

The Financing of Investments in Tunisia: 1961-1971

by J.G. Kleve

This study is a detailed analysis of the institutional

sources of finance for Tunisia's investment program in the

1960's. After describing the basic macroeconomic patterns

of savings and investment in the economy, it examines the

savings behavior of the different savings agents. Primary
emphasis is accorded to the role of the public sector and in

particular, that of public sector enterprises, in the

savings and investment process. The interaction of foreign
aid and domestic savings is explored. Finally, there is a
detailed examination of the flow of funds in the economy,
with emphasis on Central Bank and commercial bank behavior
over the decade.
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The Financing of Investments in Tunisia 1961-1971

by

J. G. Kleve

1. Introduction

1.1 During the first half of the nineteen-sixties, investments

increased rapidly in Tunisia and they were sustained at a continuously

high level through the rest of the decade. This paper will analyze the

financing of the investments. Specifically it will treat three aspects

of the problem: 1) the relative importance of national savings and

foreign aid; 2) savings in their relation to income; and (3) the inter-

pretation of the capital accounts of the various agents, that is, the

flow of funds.

1.2 The statistical basis underlying this analysis and in par-

ticular the estimates of gross domestic product in current and constant

prices for the years 1961 to 1969 have been taken from an internal docu-

ment of the Ministry of Plan, Tableaux de Synthese, dated September

1972. The source for the later years has been the Rapport sur le Budget

Economique de l'Annse 1972, published by the Ministry of Plan in October

1972. These two sources have the same methodological basis. 1

2. Savings, Investment and the Deficit on Current Account
on the Balance of Payments

A. Problems of Calculating National Savings

2.1 Before analyzing the course of savings, investment and the

deficit of the balance of payments on current account in Tunisia during

the past decade, it may be useful to remind the reader that the statis-

tical basis of some of the aggregates and in particular of national

savings is not very firm. As in most developing countries,2 national

savings are calculated as a residual item, namely as the difference be-

tween total investment (gross fixed capital formation and change in
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stocks) and the deficit on current account of the balance of payments.

However, savings of some of the agents can be estimated directly. This

is the case for banks, general government and households,3 but not for

the group of non-financial enterprises. Their savings are calculated

as the difference between total national savings (itself a residual

item) and the total of the independently estimated savings of the other

agents.

2.2 As a residual item, the national savings estimate incorpor-

ates the errors in the evaluation of gross fixed capital formation,

changes in stocks and the deficit on current account of the balance of

payments. Time series of gross fixed capital formation and the deficit

on current account of the balance of payments consist of relatively hard

figures but this is not so for changes in stocks. Their evaluation com-

prises two parts: 1) changes in stocks of the most important co modi-

ties: wheat, wine, olive oil, raw phosphates and iron ore and 2) changes

in stocks held by industrial enterprises as recorded in their balance

sheets and analysed for several years. This method of evaluation leaves

out changes in stocks of private commercial firms and trading coopera-

tives.

2.3 Nevertheless, such changes in stocks do exist, may be sig-

nificant, and to the extent that they consist of imported merchandise

they would be reflected in annual changes in the current deficit of the

balance of payments. In a year of import restriction, e.g. in 1968,

commercial firms may be expected to draw down their inventories. In

such a year imports will be small and so will be the deficit on current

account of the balance of payments. Normally, in such a year the value

of investment also should be reduced because of a decline in commercial

stocks.' The estimate of national savings, calculated as the difference

between total investment and the current deficit, would not be affected

by smaller inventories because both investment and the deficit are

equally diminished by the decrease in stocks. However, because com-

mercial inventory changes are not covered in the national accounts, a

reduction in the current deficit of the balance of payments will in-

crease national savings since the investment figure is unaffected.

This increase is, of course, spurious. Thus, in 1968, both the in-

vestment and the national savings estimates are overestimated because
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of the overestimated investments. The same reasoning holds true also

when imports are liberalized, as in 1972. Imports rise rapidly and will

create pressure on the current account of the balance of payments. At

the same time an unknown proportion of the rise in imports will lead to

an increase in commercial stocks which will not be reflected in the

national accounts estimate of changes in stocks. This in turn leads to

an underestimation of total investment and, since the current deficit

incorrectly reflects the impact of increased imports, of national sav-

ings. Despite these shortcomings of the figures, it seems possible to

indicate for the years 1961 to 1971 the broad tendencies in investments,

current deficit and national savings.

2.4 It is difficult to interpret estimates in constant prices in

the fields of money, banking, and the balance of payments. The whole

chapter is therefore based on series in current prices.

B. Description of Broad Tendencies

Bi. Investments, savings and the current deficit

2.5 Times series over the past decade for total gross invest-

ment, the deficit on current account of the balance of payments and for

national savings are given in table 1 in the statistical annex. The

broad tendencies are brought out in figure 1.

2.6 Total investment rose from 1961 to 1965, remained stable

from 1966 to 1968 and rose again from 1969 onwards. The increase has

been particularly strong in 1971 and projections made in the Economic

Budget for 1973 suggest that this new level will be maintained in 1972

and 1973. Changes in recorded stocks were relatively small and the

movement in total investment was dominated by gross fixed capital forma-

tion.

2.7 The deficit on current account of the balance of payments

did increase rapidly from 1961 to 1965, diminished in the three years

thereafter (1966 to 1968) and remained stable in 1969 and 1970. The

deficit declined sharply in 1971 and the current outlook for 1972 and

1973 suggests that in this respect 1971 was not an exceptional year.

2.8 National savings, as a residual item, must reflect the

movements in investment and in the deficit of the balance of payments
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Fig. 1

Investments, National Savings and the Deficit
on Current Account of the Balance of Payments
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over the last 10 years. National savings were stable from 1961 to 1965

and went up from 1964 a"ds. The annual increase was between 12 and

13 per cent in the '966 to 1970 which is about the same as the

rate of increase of totI investments from 1969 onwards. In 1971, how-

ever, national savings seem to have shot up to a much higher level

(+50%) and they may well remain there in 1972 and 1973.

B2. The share of national savings in total investments

2.9 The share of national savings in financing total investments

declined sharply at the beginning of the past decade: from more than

50 per cent in 1962 to less than 40 per cent in 1965. As a consequence

of a stable investment level and rising national savings, this tendency

was reversed in the years 31966 to 1968; at the end of this period the

share of savings in total investments was about 70 per cent. This im-

provement made possible a slight increase in investments in the two years

thereafter. In 1971 the share of national savings reached a new level

of about 9Q per cent and it is expected that this fact will lead to much

higher gross f ixed investments in 1972 and 1973.
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B3. Sub-periods within the last decade

2.10 Broad tendencies of investments, national savings and the

deficit on current account of the balance of payments suggest the fol-

lowing sub-periods:

- 1961 to 1965: the period of rapidly increasing investments;

- 1966 to 1970: the period of stagnation: this includes the
years 1969 and 1970 in which there was already a definite
but slight improvement;

- the period of expansion from 1971 onwards: even though
definite figures are only available for 1971, the prelim-
inary estimates for 1972 and the projections for 1973
given in the annual plan for 1973 suggest a continuation
of the expansion.

2.11 These periods do not correspond to the planning periods.

In fact, the transition from the first to the second period took place

in the middle of the first four-year plan, 1965 to 1968, whereas the

transition from stagnation to expansion occurred at the beginning of

the second four-year plan, 1969 to 1972.

2.12 Although it is not our primary objective to analyse and to

criticize the planning methodology, the difference between what happened

and what was planned suggests that planning had only limited effect on

the actual events. But these actual events also showed that Tunisian

planners were adaptable and quickly learned from events.

2.13 More specifically the input plans, i.e. investments, were

adhered to as strictly as was possible. Hence the strong increase in

investments during the first period. The plans turned out to be over-

optimistic in the projections of the outputs to be generated by these

investments and in their assessment of savings to be generated and

balance-of-payments deficits to be required. When the inadequate re-

sults became apparent Tunisian policy makers drew the consequences and

adjusted both targets and policies. More will be said about this in

different contexts.0

C. The Period of Rapidly Rising Investments, 1961-1965

Cl. Significance of the first plans

2.14 Tunisia became independent in 1956 but investments remained

low until 1962. Because of the departure of the French farmers5 and

the enterprises that held most of the capital,6 gross fixed investments
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in the period 1957-1961 only amounted to 13.7 per cent of gross domes-

tic product. During that period bank and savings deposits diminished

from 65 million dinar (MD) in 1965 to less than 32 MD in 1958 and the

investment of new enterprises declined from 9 MD to 3 MD between 1953

and 1957.8 Repatriated capital seems to have amounted to about 30 MD

a year in the second half of the fifties.9' 10

2.15 Planning started officially in January 1961 with the crea-

tion of the Ministry of Plan. 11 The first plans were characterized by

high investment targets: the perspective plan for the period 1962-1971

aimed at an average rate of gross fixed investment to gross domestic

product of 31 per cent. How ambitious this was can be gauged from the

fact that during the whole period 1961-1971 gross fixed investment as

a proportion of GDP was always less than one fourth. 1 2

2.16 The first medium term plan covered the years 1962 to 1964.

It also had a very high investment target: the ratio of investments to

gross domestic product was to go up from 19 per cent in 1961 to 32 per

cent in 1964.13 Even though these early plans were overambitious, they

promoted investments and thus set into motion the series of events that

are the subject matter of this chapter.

2.17 The objectives of the three-year plan 1962-1964 and the first

four year plan, 1965-1968 were only fixed for the final year of the plan

period. In this early period even the capital budget (Title II) did not

yet list expenditure for each project on an annual basis. Because the

planned ,volume of investment was only specified for the period as a

whole, the sequence in which individual investments were put into place

was somewhat accidental with the result that numerous physical and finan-

cial disequilibria appeared during this period.

2.18 Moreover, the first plans had a very technocratic approach

to economic growth: the increase of GDP should come about through the

impact of specific projects essentially through assumed capital-output

ratios. Such cost-benefit analyses as were made tended to be on the

optimistic side. These early plans paid small attention to economic

policy (prices, wages, interest rate, etc.) and in particular to the

effect of governmental action on private investors. On the other hand,

they were much concerned with changing the economic system from dispersed
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decision making to central coordination. In this period Tunisian author-

ities certainly preferred direct administrative control over general

policy measures. However, central decision makers were unable to take

local circumstances sufficiently into account and the emphasis on cen-

tralization paralyzed private investors. For these reasons, and not

because of unforeseeable events outside the control of the Tunisian gov-

ernment, the results of the heavy investments made during the first three

year plan remained disappointing.

C2. Foreign aid

2.19 According to the three year plan, 1962-1964, national sav-

ings were to finance 48 per cent and foreign aid 52 per cent of total

investments. However, the lag between commitments and actual disburse-

ment of foreign aid had been grossly underestimated. The annual reports

on actual plan performance for those early years all complain about the

shortfall of foreign aid compared to expectations. The report on plan

implementation in 1962 said that "foreign aid is only realized with a

certain lag." 1 4 The report on the implementation of the three-year

plan 1962-1964 speaks of "...the slowness of foreign aid disbursements"

and of "the difficulties to mobilise foreign aid."15 Other countries,

e.g. India or Nigeria, have experienced the same lag between authoriza-

tion and disbursements. This lag may be explained in part by the dif-

ferences in procedures of the donor countries and Tunisia. To a greater

extent they are due to the difficulties of preparing projects in time

to allow financing to proceed promptly. In all cases, it seems over-

optimistic to assume that foreign aid could finance more than half of

the domestic investments.

2.20 Actual investment during the years of the three year plan

(1962-1964) amounted to 283.9 MD. Of this amount foreign aid supplied

107.0 MD or only 38 per cent instead of the 52 per cent anticipated.

For the period 1961-1965 as a whole this percentage is substantially

higher (46%) but still much below the target. In order to realize even

this foreign contribution, small compared to plan targets but very high

by international standards, Tunisia was obliged to accept an unfavorable

composition: public and private credits1 increased from 6.6 MD in 1961

to 67.9 MD in 1965 whereas the sum of foreign gifts and equity invest-

ments hardly rose (192. MD in 1961 and 22.2 MD in 1965).
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C3. Priority of fixed investments

2.21 During this first planning period Tunisia was unwilling to

scale down the planned investment effort. As is remarked in an IMF paper:

"Faced with a shortfall in both domestic and foreign financial resources,

the government resorted to substantial borrowing from the banking system

rather than correspondingly reducing its planned investments." 7 The

commitment towards investment during these early years appears most

strikingly from the sustained acceleration of gross fixed investment.1 8

The annual percentage increases were 11 per cent in 1962, 13 per cent in

1963, 20 per cent in 1964 and 26 per cent in 1965. This increase took

plaee in the public sector, as the total of fixed investments by house-

holds and private enterprises did not rise between 1961 to 1965.

2.22 Given the policy orientation of increasing investments at

all cost, combined with a shortfall in foreign aid compared to plan tar-

gets, it becomes clear that the adjustment had to come from the side of

local resources.

C4. The foreign exchange reserve and the current deficit
of the balance of payments

2.23 The first adjustment not foreseen by the plans, consisted

of the utilization of the foreign exchange reserve. At the beginning

of the period 1961-1965, the reserve stood at 30 MD. At the end of

1965 the net reserve19 had even become negative by 18 MD. The reduction

was strongest for the central bank: its gross reserves diminished by

14.8 MD and, in addition, it contracted short-term loans with foreign

banks for 18.1 MD. The central bank was the first to have recourse to

this type of credit; later on, the commercial banks20 and individual

government projects went the same way.21

2.24 Foreign aid and the drawing on the foreign exchange reserve

did finance a rapidly increasing deficit on current account of the bal-

ance of payments: 37.7 MD in 1961 and 80.7 14D in 1965. The increase

in the deficit is due to goods as well as to services and transfers.

The foreign trade deficit increased in absolute terms but the coverage

of imports by exports remained roughly the same (53.4 per cent in 1961

and 51.8 per cent in 1965).

2.25 The increase in imports can be traced back to equipment
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and raw materials: 36.6 MD in 1961 and 83.2 MD in 1965.22 During the

same period the imports of durable consumer goods and of foodstuffs fell

from 45.5 MD to 39.9 MD.

2.26 Between 1961 and 1965 payments for non-factor services in-

creased faster (+43.5%) than receipts (+36.7%). Increased payments were

largely due to freight and foreign contractor services. Income from

tourism has been the most dynamic factor among the receipts. Receipts

from factor services did not change between 1961 and 1965, but there was

a strong increase in expenditure (+184.4%) because of interest payments

and the cost of technical assistance.2 3

C5. Deficit financing and its consequences

2.27 During the first half of the sixties, the fiscal burden

went up from 19.7 per cent of GDP in 1962 to 21.9 per cent in 1966.

Despite the heavy tax burden general government savings, together with

foreign aid, were not sufficient to finance public capital expenditures.

Recourse to deficit financing became necessary. During the first period

1961-1965 the recourse of the central government to the banking system

took the form of an increased indebtedness towards the Central Bank as

well as the issue of short-term treasury notes ("bons de trdsor" and

"bons d' 6quipement") of which the greater part was bought by commercial

banks. This policy led to a very considerable rise in the money supply

(10.3% per year on the average) with a consequent impact on the price

level. In the period 1961-1965, wholesale prices rose by 6.6 per cent

per year on the average and the cost of living index by 4.3 per cent.

2.28 Towards the end of the period 1961-1965 the deterioration

of the internal financial stability and the external payments position

had become such that the policies so far pursued had to end. With the

exhaustion of foreign exchange holdings and the rapid rise of prices,

the inflationary policy had virtually exhausted the possibilities of

forced savings. The willingness of the government to follow a more

conservative line was embodied in the devaluation of the dinar by

20 per cent in September 1964 and by the stand-by agreement with the

IMF, concluded at the same time.
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D. The Period of Stagnation

Dl. Limitations to economic policy

2.29 During the second period, changes in economic variables

were relatively small. The range of possible economic policies was

probably much narrower during the second period, 1966-1971, than in the

five years before. There are two general reasons for this: a stagnat-

ing gross domestic product, a consequence both of poor agricultural crops

and of inadequate attention to productivity of investment in the earlier

period; and the different ceilings that the Tunisian government agreed

upon in the annual stand-by agreement with the IMF.

2.30 Gross domestic product in constant prices grew by 6 per

cent annually during the period 1961-1965 but only by 3 per cent from

1966 to 1970. The slow growth of GDP during the second period did not

permit an increase of fixed investment without impeding the growth in

private consumption and only allowed a small rise in money circulation.

Thus the possibilities to increase and finance fixed investment were

much more limited during the years 1966 to 1970 than in the period

1961-1965.

2.31 There were also specific reasons diminishing the range of

possible economic policies. At the beginning of the period 1966-1970,

the ratio of debt service charges to export receipts was high; the for-

eign exchange reserve had already been used up; the fiscal burden was

already heavy; and the newly created public enterprises in the fields

of industry and tourism needed substantial additional financing.

2.32 These reasons led to the stand-by agreements with the IMF,

concluded for each of the years 1966 to 1970 which limited both the use

of supplier credits and the different internal possibilities to finance

gross flxed investment in an inflationary way. The indebtedness of the

central government towards the banking system and, within the latter,

the indebtedness of the commercial banks towards the central bank be-

came subject to ceilings. Consequently, the rise in the money supply

was much more moderate in the period 1966-1970 (5% per year on the

average) than in the years before (10%). Price increases were equally

reduced (see section E3).

2.33 In view of the absence of major adjustment possibilities
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through the ba .ance of payments or domestic resources, it was the in-

vestment level that had to adjust to the limited financial possibilities

that were available. The investment targets, as embodied in the annual

plans, lost their ambitious character. The planners became aware of the

need to adjust the investment targets to available means and the improve-

ment in planning techniques made it possible to do so. These improve-

ments were embodied in the annual Economic Budgets and in the capital

budget of the central government (Title II) which now identified expendi-

ture for all projects on an annual basis. In this respect, the experi-

ence with the annual plan (i.e. economic budget) for 1967 is typical:

the preliminary draft embodied an ambitious investment target of 140 MD

but after a careful review of available resources this target was scaled

down and the final version of the annual plan put planned gross fixed

investments for 1967 at only 110 MD.24 This reduction meant fewer new

projects and a slower phasing of on-going projects. However, the weight

of the latter was such that the government was unable to diminish the

capital budget to the desired extent and actual Title II expenditure

was higher than budgeted.

2.34 Once the equipment budget of the central government was

approved within the framework of the annual plan, it became impossible

during the year to adjust actual expenditures to actual revenues. The

absence of such a link was especially felt in 1968. For that year the

surplus of the ordinary budget had been estimated at 17.8 MD but the

actual result was only 8.3 MD. Nevertheless, the central government's

gross fixed investments in 1968 (45.3 MD) were higher than budgeted

(44.1 MD) and, consequently, the treasury was obliged to supplement its

resources by drawing on deposits of public trading corporations and by

short-term loans with foreign banks. The need for a follow-up of plan

implementation and for corrective action on the basis of such informa-

tion could be demonstrated with many other examples. 2 5

2.35 The annual plans, even though representing a real progress

in planning technique, devoted little attention to measures of general

economic policy. As was the case with medium-term plans, policy dis-

cussions were limited to changes in the economic organization.
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D2. The improvement in the financial structure from
1965 to 1968

2.36 As a result of a better assessment of available resources,

the volume of fixed investment by the general government and by public

enterprises together declined from 107.8 MD in 1965 to 85.8 MD in 1968.

However, private fixed investments rose in these years from 22.8 MD in

1965 to 42.9 MD in 1968. Thus, total fixed capital formation remained

stationary from 1965 to 1968.

2.37 The increase of private investments of 20.1 MD was carried

out by enterprises (15.7 MD) and by households through increased expendi-

tures on housing. Higher fixed investments of private enterprises were

concentrated in tourism (+13.8 MD between 1965 and 1968) and in manufac-

turing.

2.38 Whereas total gross fixed capital formation remained sta-

tionary from 1965 to 1968, national savings became more important: they

rose from 38.4 per cent of total investments in 1965 to 71.8 per cent in

1968. At the same time the deficit on current account of the balance of

payments became substantially smaller (80.7 MD in 1965, 38.0 MD in 1968).

D3. The current account of the balance of payments,
1965-1970

2.39 The improvement in the balance of payments was due to a

more favorable balance in trade and in non-factor services; however, the

deficit with respect to factor services became bigger. The overall im-

provement of the current account of the balance of payments reversed the

fall of the foreign exchange reserves. In 1968 they recorded their first

increase during the sixties.

2.40 Merchandise exports increased from 63.4 MD in 1965 to 83.1

MD in 1968. This growth was almost entirely due to crude oil which rose

from zero in 1965 to 16.4 MD in 1968. Thus there was virtually no growth

in the exports of traditional Tunisian products. In these years there

were no explicit export promoting policies. Even though the Tunisian

economy is small, medium-term planning was inward-directed, with exports

being the "left-overs."i

2.41 Imports of goods diminished from 122.5 ND in 1965 to

114.4 MD in 1968 because of smaller imports of machinery (by 10.2 MD).
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As medium-term plans saw it, imports'were that part of total demand

that could not be produced at home. Reality was quite different: the

total amount of import licenses (but not their break-down by type of

imports), given by the Ministry of Commerce, was taken from the annual

plans and the annual forecast of total imports was derived as a residual

item in the framework of the balance of payments projection. While this

procedure made forecasts very close to reality,26 it also had the effect

that total imports were not any more determined by the requirements of

the economy but became an institutional variable. The very strict for-

eign exchange control hindered the regular supply of raw materials and

the speedy shipment of exports. It sometimes resulted in unused capacity,

overstocking by enterprises and in general in a lower productivity. Im-

ports of spare parts and raw materials did not increase between 1965 and

1968; however, in the same period, GDP in current prices grew by 15 per

cent. 27

2.42 From 1965 to 1968 the deficit on account of non-factor

services fell because of tourism; as to factor services the larger de-

ficit can be explained by interest charges on foreign supplier credits

contracted during the first half of the sixties.

D4. The recovery in 19 6 9 and 1970

2.43 The improvement in the balance of payments in the years

1966 to 1968 allowed a moderate increase in fixed investments there-

after: they stood at 128.7 MD in 1970. The recovery related to the

public sector: its fixed investment diminished after 1965 but rose from

8.58 MD in 1968 to 95.2 ND in 1970. The increase took place in the manu-

facturing industries and in the transport sector. Gross fixed capital

formation of the private sector continued to rise: 43.9 MD in 1968 and

51.0 MD in 1970. As in the years before, this increase took place in

tourism and housing. Notwithstanding the rising trend, the share of

national savings in total fixed investment remained at about 70 per

cent between 1968 and 1970.

2.44 Though the relative importance of the deficit on current

accounts of the balance of payments was the same in 1968 and in 1970,

in absolute terms it rose from 38.0 MD in 1968 to 49.2 MD in 1970. Row-

ever, the foreign exchange reserve improved slightly during this period

through higher foreign aid disbursements. The increase in the deficit
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is due to much higher merchandise imports. Whereas the exports of goods

and non-factor services continued to increase, the deficit on account of
factor services diminished for the first time during the sixties because

of receipts from emigrant workers (15.2 MD in 1970).

2.45 Even though there was a definite improvement in 1969 and
1970, these years still belong to the stagnation period: the increase

of GDP (at factor cost an. in constant prices) was moderate: 2.2 per
cent in 1969 and 5.5 per cent in 1970; the rise in gross fixed invest-

ment after 1968 was only &.7 per cent in 1969 and 4.4 per cent in 1970;

at the end of 1970 the net foreign exchange reserves were about zero;

the precarious foreign exchange position in 1969 and 1970 called for a

very strict foreign exchange control.

E. The Period of Expansion from 1971 Onward

El. A dynamic economy

2.46 As in the first period, 1961-1966, the year 197128 was

again characterized by wile changes in some of the economic variables

but now they sometimes go into the opposite direction, which is an eco-

nomically healthy sign.29 The contrasts with the earlier periods are

brought out in the following table.

Table 1

Direction of Principal Economic Variables

Balance of payments variables 1961-1965 1966-1970 1971-1973

Gross foreign aid up constant constant
Exchange reserve down constant up
Current deficit balance

of payments up down down

Money and credit

Recourse to banking system
by central government up constant down

Currency circulation up stable up

Public Finance

Tax burden up constant constant

Prices up constant up
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2.47 Irk. the first period all variables except the exchange re-

serves rose; in the second, all except the deficit on current account

remained stable; but in the current one, two out of seven variables

continued to remain stable whereas the others changed. The increased

changes reflect the fact that the Tunisian economy has entered a period

of renewed rapid growth, this titme on an economically healthy basis.

This is partly due to incidental factors (two successive good crops,

1971 and 1972) and partly to structural ones: the rise in petroleum

prices, excellent tourist seasons, high emigrant remittances, and new

export industries. All of these growth factors led to higher export

earnings, as well as to higher tax receipts and national savings.

2.48 As of 1973 the higher export earnings havenot led to lower

receipts from foreign aid. This has continued at a high level partly

because the "aid pipeline" is still full. In addition, many new public

foreign aid agreements are being concluded. However, the volume of new

supplier credits has become very slow.

E2. Investments in 1971

2.49 Fixed enterprise investments in 1971 rose markedly: 29.9

per cent for the public sector and 30.3 per cent for private enterprises.

The increased importance of private investment also shows up in the much

higher level of projects that were submitted and approved in 1972 com-

pared to previous years: 270 industrial projects for 8.0 ND were ap-

proved in 1970, 440 projects for 25.0 ED in 1971 and 644 projects for

52.0 MD in 1972.

2.50 The projected investment level for 1971 amounted to 174.2

ND to be financed by national savings to the extent of 108.7 MD or 115.2

MD; the Economic Budget for 1971 presented two alternatives. The pre-

liminary estimates for 1971 indicate a higher investment level (183.5

MD) which is mainly due to a bigger rise in stocks. National savings

will contribute 158.5 MD to the financing of this sum which amounts to

86 per cent of total investment instead of the 62 or 66 per cent fore-

seen in the Economic Budget for 1971. Thus savings in 1971 seem to

have been higher than anticipated.

2.51 Gross fixed capital formation as estimated on a preliminary

basis for 1971 (174.3 MD) is close to the target for that year (172.2ND).
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In other words, savings, higher than foreseen, did not yet lead to a

higher level of fixed investment in 1971. Under these conditions the

actual foreign component of investment financing (25.0 ND) has become

much lower than the expected values (63.5 MD or 57.0 MD) and the combin-

ation of high export earnings and undiminished foreign aid resulted in

rapid increase in the foreign exchange reserve which rose by 50.0 MD in

1971 and has continued to increase at an equally rapid rate in 1972 and

1973.

2.52 The rapidly rising level of foreign exchange reserves en-

tails the risk that the currency circulation will increase too rapidly.

To some extent this danger has been met by the reduction of the govern-

ment's indebtedness towards the central bank. Even so, the currency

circulation rose quickly in 1971 (by 19%) and continued to do so in 1972.

This increase in money circulation outstripped the rise in real GDP in

1971 (9.3%) and explains why prices rose again faster than in the pre-

ceding period.

E3. Investments after 1971

2.53 The increase in internal and external resources will permit

in future years a much higher level of investment. The Economic Budget

for 1973 does indeed foresee that investment in 1972 and 1973 will rise

considerably: 1971: 173.4 ND; 3 0 1972: 207.4 MD (+19.5%); and 1973:

242.4 MD (+40.0% compared to 1971).

2.54 Given present economic policies in Tunisia, a substantial

part of the increase should originate in the private sector. Total

gross fixed investment in 1973 will be above the 1971 volume by 69.0 MD.

Of this 20.5 MD should be provided by private enterprises. Whether suf-

ficient private projects will emerge depends on whether there will be

enough profitable investment opportunities. To some extent these do not

depend on ecomomic policy. Private entrepreneurs will have to find new

marke~ts and new input combinations. But in other respects economic

policies are important. A regular flow of new private industrial proj-

ects requires quick procedure for approval, no barriers in the way of

importing raw materials, spare parts and equipment, easy export procedures

and an unambiguous way of approving foreign equity investment. The whole

package of measures is required; it is not sufficient to fulfill just one
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condition. A scarcity of building m'aterials, for instance, could undo

the beneficial effects of liberating policies in other fields.

2.55 The Economic Budget for 1972 contained for the first time

a lengthy discussion of economic policy issues. This new outlook might

well stem from a certain maturity in Tunisia's planning organization.

The technical departments (Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of Public

Works) have acquired considerable competence over the last decade. As

a result,. it has become less necessary for the central planning agency

to occupy itself with plan implementation. It is now in a position to

devote more time to economic policy formulation. 3 1

2.56 If private investment materializes on the scale foreseen by

the preliminary Economic Budget for 2.973 and by the outline of the plan

for 1973 to 1976, this might well lead to a period of sustained growth.

If this is not the case, private investment could well be replaced by

an increase in infra-structural types of investment in agriculture,

transportation, education, health, etc. This would in itself not en-

danger the short-term financial equilibrium but might do so in the

medium-term and would therefore diminish the country's capacity to ab-

sorb additional manpower.

3. General Savings Behaviour

A. National Savings

Al. The rate of national savings during the 'sixties

3.1 The rate of national savings dropped from 12.9 per cent in

1961 to 9.7 per cent in 1965. Despite a strong rise in gross national

product, national savings remained stationary. The situation was quite

different in the later years. From 1965 to 1970 gross national product

hardly increased bu the national savings rate rose from 9.7 per cent

to 14.8 per cent. In 1971 both gross national product and national sav-

ings increased strongly and the savings rate rose further to 19.2 per

cent.

A2. The savings rate as an economic policy variable

3.2 Normally, the rate of national savings is positively related

to per capita income.3 One might thus expect that an increase of GNP

goes together with a higher savings rate. Af ter 1971 the Tunisian ex-

perience seems to confirm this relationship but in the sixties, GNP and
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national savings moved in opposite directions.

3.3 The first Tunisian plans certainly called for an increase

in the savings rate in order to finance a bigger volume of fixed invest-

ments. When the rise in the national savings rate did not materialize,

however, Tunisia still went ahead in implementing its investment program.

It could do so by using up its foreign exchange reserve and by making

ample use of medium-term supplier credits. In the period thereafter,

how'ever, in order to maintain the high volume of fixed investments,

Tunisia had to save more: there was no foreign exchange left and foreign

credits had to be repaid. Economic policy adjusted to this necessity

and the savings rate went up. The capacity of Tunisian planners to ad-

just to requirements is typical of their pragmatic approach.

3.4 Economic policy did succeed in raising the savings of house-

holds and enterprises; however, the savings rate of the general govern-

mont fell. As a consequence the share of households in total savings

rose from 17 per cent in the period 1961-1965 to 24 per cent in 1971;

on the other hand the importance of general government savings decreased

from 23 to 16 per cent. The share of non-financial enterprises remained

at 57 per cent and banks33 contributed 3 per cent to total savings.

B. Enterprise Savings in the First Half of the Sixties

3.5 Savings of non-financial enterprises tended to decline be-

tween 1962 to 1965. This was due to a decrease in stocks of agricul-

tural commodities: stocks of olive oil were very important in 1962 and

1963 and wheat stocks very small in 1964. When enterprise savings are

corrected for stock fluctuations (as non-financial enterprise savings

include changes in stocks) the series becomes much smoother (see table 2).

Table 2

Savings of Non-Financial Enterprises, 1961-1965

1961 1962 1963 1964 1965

Savings including changes in stock 16.1 36.3 38.3 12.5 21.9
Changes in stocks - 5.2 12.1 9.6 - 4.7 0.3

Changes without stocks 21.5 24.2 28.7 17.2 22.2

3.6 On the whole, therefore, there has been no increase in
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savings of non-financial enterprises in the period 1961-1965. The

reason is that even in this period a number of newly established manu-

facturing enterprises showed losses which depressed total savings of non-

financial enterprises. The report on actual plan performance in 196539

voiced great concern over the stagnation of savings (pp. 82 and 94) and

also showed losses instead of the anticipated profits for public enter-

prises in the sectors of mechanical industries (2 000 D) and paper

(762 000 D). The sectors are precisely the ones where new firms were

established: the hardware factory in Sousse and the pulp factory in

Kasserine.

C. Enterprise Savings in the Second Half of the Sixties

Cl. Total savings

3.7 Between 1965 and 1970 enterprise savings increased strongly

by about 8 MD a year. In order to explain this difference between the

first and the second half of the sixties one should not look at the

manufacturing and mining sector even though a considerable part of total

investments went there.35 5 MD of this increase in enterprise savings

came from public enterprises in the petroleum, energy, transport and

trade sectors, and 3 MD from the tourist sector (which remained pre-

dominantly private and developed strongly in this period).

C2. Savings of public enterprises in certain sectors

3.8 Information on savings from public enterprises in the four

sectors mentioned is available for a number of years.

Table 3

Gross Savings of Public Corporations by Components

Retained Other reserves and Total gross
Year Profits Depreciation distributed profits savings

1963 3.710 3.582 -'7.292

1966 7.921 6.949 101 14.971
1967 10.610 12.071 - 912 21.769
1968 19.122 13.396 -4.591 27.927
1970 24.784 16.807 -8.539 33.052
1971 28.123 21.264 -9.465 39.922

3.9 Savings between 1963 and 1965 grew slowly, about 2 MD a

year, compared to an average yearly increase of about 5 MD in the
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period thereafter. In order to show more precisely where this accelera-

tion came from, we shall break down total annual net savings by sector.

Table 4

Gross Savings of Public Corporations by Sector 1 000 D

Year Petroleum Energy Transport Trade Total

1963 9 3.471 2.584 2.228 8.292
1966 3.645 3.118 5.615 2.593 14.971
1967 7.740 3.976 6.999 3.054 21.769

1968 8.889 3.445 7.576 8.017 27.927
1970 9.097 9.073 8.489 6.393 33.052
1971 10.900 9.200 14.297 5.525 39.922

3.10 The increases in 1966 and 1967 are due to petroleum because

crude oil production only became important after 1965. Since the dis-

covery in 1964 of the El Borma oil fields, the state petroleum corpora-

tion involved (SITEP) did not make any other finds and its retained

gross earnings were an important source for the growth of bank deposits.

3.11 The increase in 1968 is due to public trading corporations,

most importantly from the Office National des Cdrdales (ONC). The in-

ternal price of wheat is much higher than the world market price. Thus

this corporation made important profits from wheat imports.36 Such

profits increased in the second half of the sixties, first, because the

volume of imports rose in consequence of an expanding market and, sec-

ondly, because of a rise in internal wheat prices in 1967.

3.12 Other public trading corporations are the Office Vati onal

d'Huile for edible oils (ONH) and the Office National du Corrrerce (ONC)

for general trade. They also had important earnings during the second

half of the sixties. As public trading corporations have few projects

of their own, their profits became another important source for the

growth of bank deposits.

3.13 The profits of public trading corporations are due to the

wide margin which they can impose because of their monopoly position.

The state corporation for social insurance, the Caisse Nationale de

Security Sociale (CNSS)3 is in the same position and also has large

surpluses which constitute a third source for the growth of bank de-

posits. The surpluses of public corporations in the fields of trade
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and social insurance are the outcome of a deliberate government policy,

are para-fiscal in nature and are comparable to the profits on the sale

of tobacco products, which is a fiscal monopoly, and whose profits are

considered an indirect tax.

3.14 The increase of savings in 1970 came from public utilities

in the fields of energy and water (STEG and SONADE) and can be explained

by a rise in electricity and water rates. Finally, the rise in savings

in 1971 originated with the transport sector and was due to higher de-

preciation of the railroad and airway companies (SNCFT and Tunis Air).

D. The Distribution of National Disposable Income by Agents

3.15 In the following sections savings of households and of

general government will be compared to their respective incomes. This

requires a break-down of national disposable income by agents. National

disposable income is defined as national income net of depreciation plus

transfers from abroad. A table showing its distribution by agents be-

longs to the standard stock of national accounts table. Even though

conceptually the distribution by agents of national disposable income

is standard it might be useful to indicate how the income share of each

agent was arrived at statistically in Tunisia:

Households: consumption + savings

General government: taxes + net transfers from other
agents and from abroad

Non-financial enterprises: retained profits

Banking system: retained earnings

3.17 Households received about three-quarters of national dis-

posable income throughout the period 1961-1971. The share of general

government rose from 19 per cent to 22 per cent whereas that of enter-

prises fell from 6 per cent to 4 per cent. In view of the low marginal

propensity to save of the general government in the second half of the

sixties (3.0%) compared to that of households over the same period

(15.7%) the increase in general government's share of national disposable

income was not favourable for savings. In the literature one frequently

finds the notion that a transfer of income from households to the gov-

emnent is necessary to increase savings. The Tunisian figures show

that this is not necessarily so. The diminishing share of enterprises
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must be due to the absence of growth in the savings of public corpora-

tions in manufacturing and mining.

E. Household Savings

El. Savings rate

3.17 Nowhere can a sharp distinction be drawn between households

and unincorporated enterprise, and certainly not in Tunisia with its

many small farmers, craftsmen and traders. The economic activities of

households as shown in the statistics thus depend very much on their

definition. According to the methodology used in Tunisia, households

do not produce and their fixed investments are limited to housing ex-

penditures.

3.18 Throughout the decade, the average savings rate of house-

holds shows a general increase from a very low level in the beginning

(24%) to 6.7 per cent at the end. In view of the marginal savings rate

in 1971 of 13.5 per cent, the average savings rate at the end of the

period would still seem rather low. A comparison with other countries

gives the same impression. The average savings rate in Pakistan, for

instance, varied between 9.2 per cent and 13.9 per cent.

E2. Savings and income

3.19 On the basis of the results of budget studies one would

expect a rising savings ratio of households to be associated with a rise

in real per capita consumption. This proves to be true for the first

half of the sixties but not for the second. In the period 1961/1962-39

1965/1966 private consumption per head of population rose by 7.7 per

cent annually in current prices. The cost of living index during the

same period increased by only 3.7 per cent per year. In the first half

of the sixties there was also a real improvement in the savings rate of

households. Private consumption per capita did not increase at all in

real terms during the second half of the sixties but still the average

savings rate went up.

E3. The capital account of households

3.20 A closer look at the capital account of households may

clarify this. Table 5 presents the key features.

3.21 Several facts stand out: first, housing became important
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between 1965/1966 and 1970; secondly, capital accumulation of a finan-

cial nature became really important only in 1971; finally, throughout

the period households received only very little financial capital as-

sistance.

Table 5

Capital Account of Households for Selected Years

Average Average
1961/1962 1965/1966 1970 1971

Resources

Savings 6.5 11.3 29.4 39.4

Transfers from other sectors: 3.4 2.8 7.6 3.4

bank loans 1.5 0.6 0.4 0.7
government loans 0.4 1.0 0.3 0.9
other transfers from

government 1.5 1.2 0.9 1.8

Total resources and uses 9.9 14.1 32.0 42.8

Uses

Housing* 6.2 7.6 19.4 19.9

Transfers 3.7 6.5 11.6 22.9

currency circulation 0.2 3.6 1.8 8.7
current deposits 1.9 1.3 5.2 8.7
savings accounts 0.8 0.5 2.4 3.4
government loans 0.6 - - -
others 0.2 1.1 2.2 2.2

Note: *Including payment to the state housing corporation (SNIT) in
1970 and 1971.

E4. The increase of household savings between 1965 and 1970

3.22 There seem to be two reasons for the increased interest

in housing construction between 1965/1966 and 1970. First, the drive

towards cooperatives shunted private interests away from other sectors,

especially from agriculture and comerce, a phenomenon which was earlier

also observed in other countries, e.g. Egypt. Part of the investment

in housing was of a speculative nature and presented good investment

opportunities. At the same time access by households to the banking

system remained small. In order to be able to use the investment oppor-

tunities in housing, household consumption was adjusted downwards. That

good investment opportunities induce private savings (and not the other
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way around) has been noticed in other developing countries, e.g. in

respect to private agricultural investment in Sudan. Secondly, during

this period the transfers from Tunisian emigrant workers became import-

ant and a large part of these transfers went into housing.

3.23 The reasons for the increased financial outlays of the

households in 1971 are partly incidental and partly structural. Agri-

culture did well in 1971 which probably put money into the hands of

farmers who did not hold liquid assets before. But at the same time

there was also a considerable increase in the various savings accounts

and this might well express an increased confidence in the country's

future.

F. Savings of the General Government

Fl. Savings

3.24 The revenue of the general government has been defined in

the specific and somewhat unusual way as taxes + net transfers. This

definition was adopted in order to make it possible to fit the revenue

of the general government into the distribution of national disposable

income.

3.25 The average savings ratio did increase from 7.3 per cent

to 20.3 per cent during the first half of the sixties, then diminished

to 14.9 per cent in 1970. There was again an improvement in 1971 which

is expected to last through 1972 and 1973. The marginal savings rate.

was above the average from 1961/1962 to 1965/1966, below it in the years

thereafter and again above the average rate from 1971 onwards.

3.26 The fall in the average savings rate of the general govern-

ment in the second half of the sixties is due to a smaller increase in

its fiscal revenue and to a faster one of its expenditure. Throughout

the period 1961-1971 net transfers paid to other agents remained small,

about 6 per cent of fiscal revenue.

F2. Fiscal revenue

3.27 Government's fiscal revenue increased by 12.4 per cent an-

nually from 1961/1962 to 1965/1966 but only by 9.1 per cent in the fol-

lowing years. As the elasticity of fiscal revenue in respect to gross
40domestic product has been estimated at unity, this deceleration must
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be associated with the general stagnation of the Tunisian economy in

those years (GDP in current prices increased by 7 per cent from 1965

to 1970 compared to a growth of 10 per cent in the years before).

3.28 Because of increased tax rates, the fiscal revenue in-

creased faster than GDP in current prices. The government increased

rates to generate a higher surplus of the ordinary budget (Title I)

available for the capital budget (Title II). The results of this fis-

cal policy were, first, an increased tax burden throughout the last

decade (from 19.7 per cent in 1961/62, to 21.0 per cent in 1965/66, and

to 21.8 per cent in 1971) and secondly, an increase in general govern-

ment's share of disposable national income from 19 per cent in 1961/62

to 22 per cent in 1971. However, higher surpluses in the current bud-

get were achieved only during the first half of the sixties. It follows,

that in Tunisia the level of the tax burden is not necessarily positively

related either to government savings or national savings.

F3. Public consumption

3.29 Expenditures on salaries and goods and services (i.e. pub-

lic consumption) rose by 8.2 per cent per year during the period 1961/

1962 to 1965/1966 but by 10.6 per cent in the second half of the sixties.

Thus, during the sixties, there was an acceleration of growth in public

consumption in contrast to the deceleration of growth of fiscal revenue.

3.30 Among the components of public consumption, salaries grew

fastest: their share increased from 77 per cent in 1961 to 81 per cent

according to the projection for 1973. The implied slower growth of

purchased goods and services harmed an optimal use of available manpower

and equipment. The road system, for instance, was not adequately main-

tained because necessary items in the budget of the Public Works Ministry

(articles 40 and 60) were not sufficiently increased. 41

3.31 The acceleration of public consumption in the second half

of the sixties is due especially to schools: current expenditure for

education took 18 per cent of the total in 1961 and 27 per cent in

1971.4 The share of the Ministry of Health remained stable at about

8 per cent. The relative growth of current expenditure for social pur-

poses was accompanied by a reduced weight given to military outlay

(13% in 1961 and 6% in 1970) and to current expenditure of the Ministry
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of Agriculture.

3.32 The growth of public consumption for educational purposes

reflects the numerous new primary and secondary schools and the exten-

sion of the University of Tunis. The growth of the current budget

(Title I) depends on the type of projects implemented under the capital

budget (Title II) even though, as will be seen later on, the Title I

budget did not yet take into account the consequences of all new projects.

Because of this lagged relation between the current and the capital bud-

get and given the fact that growth of fiscal revenue and of current ex-

penditure moved in opposite directions between the first and the second

part of the last decade, it would be difficult to maintain that growth

of public consumption in Tunisia depends primarily on what happens to

fiscal revenue.

3.33 Throughout the 'sixties agricultural investments of an in-

frastructural type were important and would have required additional

current outlays for maintenance and operation in order to safeguard the

productivity of new projects. From this perspective the current budget

of the Ministry of Agriculture did not grow enough during the 'sixties.

It has been calculated for 197043 that its Title I budget of 6 M4D should

have been higher by 2.3 MD in order to cope adequately with the require-

ments of new projects.

3.34 The purpose of this policy of holding down the growth of

current expenditure was to generate as high a surplus on Title I as

possible in order to contribute to the maximization of the investments

listed in the Title II budget. This policy seems to have been carried

too far as the current budget did not always take into account the im-

pact of newly completed projects. General government's future expendi-

ture should be considered as a whole and the best distribution between

current and capital expenditure is not necessarily the one that favours

the second component. This phenomenon is not limited to Tunisia and

has been observed also in other countries. 4 4

F4. Transfers

3.35 Transfer receipts consist mostly of the surplus of ch~e

social security system (the CNSS) and of benefits from the government's

participation in enterprises. Among transfer payments, one should
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mention interest on the public debt (repayments are part of the capital

budget), scholarships and operating subsidies to enterprises.

3.36 CNSS' surpluses grew from 1.5 MD in 1961 to 8.3 MD in 1970.

The CNSS is a government institution, outside the central government but

considered part of general government. The surpluses of this agency are

of a para-fiscal nature and made an important contribution to the growth

of bank deposits. Benefits from the government's participation in enter-

prises remained unimportant from 1961 to 1967 (between 1 and 2 MD yearly)

but increased to 11 ND in 1971 through the interest in one of the public

petroleum corporations (SITEP).

3.37 The growth of interest payments is understandable in view

of the importance of foreign public loans in financing central govern-

ment's gross fixed investments. Interest payments increased from 2 MD

in the beginning to 14 MD at the end of the period 1961-1971. In the

latter year the total debt service (including repayment of principal)

amounted to 32.9 ND,45 representing 18 per cent of fiscal revenue.

3.38 Operating subsidies to enterprises remained at a low level:

9.1 MD in 1961 and 7.1 ND in 1971. Unfortunately, this stability is

only apparent as the capital budget contains hidden subsidies of a cur-

rent nature. Capital transfers by way of outright subsidies, loans and

equity investment to deficit enterprises intended to put them on their

own feet, contain, in fact, an element of current subsidy. As this ele-

ment cannot be identified unambiguously, the economic classification

adhered to the budgetary one. The same problem was touched upon in dis-

cussing the para-fiscal nature of the surpluses of government trading

enterprises and of the social security system. After 1971, current sub-

sidies to enterprises soared to much higher levels (13.6 MD projected

for 1973). The increase came from price stabilization policies for a

few important commodities, cement and sugar.

G. Future Savings

3.39 After 1970 the rate of national savings and gross national

product seems to move together. As long as GNP continues to grow, the

savings rate too will go up. The four-year plan, 1973-1976, anticipated

a rise fmomn 19.2 per cent in 1971 to 20 per cent in 1976 which seems

reasonable enough. As to the share of each agent in total national
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savings a proper policy could push still further the importance of house-

hold savings. The share of general government's savings might well re-

main at the same level whereas enterprise savings might become less

important. Something more can be said about future savings of the last

two agents.

3.40 The savings of the general government primarily depends on

the rate of growth of its fiscal revenue, since the growth rate of pub-

lic consumption seems to remain constant (between 8 and 10% per year).

As no increase in the already very high tax rates can be expected, the

rate of increase of fiscal revenue depends on the growth of gross domes-

tic product. This is confirmed by the strong current budget surpluses

in 1971 and 1972 compared to earlier years, which originated with a surge

in current yrevenue, whereas current expenditure grew as before.

3.41 Public enterprise savings, on the other hand, are likely to

show less growth than in the past. With no more petroleum discoveries,

crude oil production will remain stationary. As wheat production rises,

there will be fewer wheat imports. The rise in the world market price

of wheat is reducing the margin between local wheat prices and the world

market prices. Finally, electricity and water rates are likely to re-

main stable. In 1972 the growth of bank deposits of public enterprises

was already smaller than in the past.

3.42 One of the targets of the third four-year plan, 1973-1976,

is to promdte private manufacturing enterprises. Plan implementation

on this point would have favourable consequences for enterprise savings

because the slower growth in savings of public enterprises might be

compensated by a vigorous rise in private enterprise savings.

4. Flow of Funds Analysis

A. Over-all Surplus or Deficit of the Various Agents

4.1 Net flows of funds to or from agents reflect of course their

over-all surpluses or deficits, that is to say, the difference between

their savings and investments. Therefore the flow of funds analysis

will start by showing the position of the various agents in this respect.

As before the period 1961-1971 will be divided into an expansionist one

(1961-1965), a period of stagnation (1966-1970), and again a period of

expansion, starting in 1971.
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4.2 The following table gives for each of the three periods--

savings, investment and the overall surplus or deficit by agent. The

figures for 1961-1965 and 1966-1970 are annual averages. The period

starting in 1971 is represented by only one year, but the preliminary

figures for 1972 and 1973 suggest that the developments of 1971 have

continued.

Table 6

Average Annual Level of Savings, Investment,
Surplus or Deficit ND

Agent Savings, etc.

Central Bank Savings

Commercial Banks Savings

General Government Savings
Investments
Deficit

Households Savings
Investments
Surplus (+)/Deficit (-)

Enterprises Savings
Investments
Deficit

Total deficit = deficit on current
account of the balance of payments

1961-65

0.3

1.4

10.3
37.7

-27.4

5.5
7.1

- 1.6

26.7
50.8

-24.1

-51.4

1966-70

0.2

3.4

18.0
46.7

-28.7

19.5
12.6

6.9

45.7
81.9

-36.2

1971

0.6

2.9

25.9
39.9

-14.0

38.7
16.9
21.8

90.4
126.7
-36.3

-54.4 -25.0

4.3 Of the principal agents, the enterprises had a high deficit

throughout the period 1961-1971. It was higher during the second half

of the sixties than before as investment grew faster than savings. The

general government had a high and constant deficit during the sixties

but it declined in 1971 as in that year investments were lower and sav-

ings higher than the average for 1966-1970. Household savings increased

much faster and the small deficit in the 1961-1965 period turned into a

sizable surplus in 1971.

4.4 The Tunisian economy as a whole showed an important and

constant deficit throughout the sixties but it diminished in 1971 as

the result of smaller deficits of the general government and increased

surpluses of households. The country's deficit had been financed by a

combination of foreign capital inflows and a drawing down on foreign
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exchange reserves. The sum of these two sources equals, of course, the

deficit on current account of the balance of payments.

B. Flow of Funds in Relation to Surplus or Deficit

4.5 In this chapter flow of funds refer to capital transfers and

not to current transactions. When an agent's current account shows a

surplus, there will be a net outflow of funds; when there is a deficit

there will be a net inflow. The inflow of funds into general government

and into enterprises should, in principle, be related to the deficit of

these two agents. In the same way one expects that the outflow from

households and from the external sector (called 'abroad') is about equal

to their surplus. On the other hand, flows of funds into or from the

banking system are only remotely related to its proper surplus, because

the major role of the banking system is that of a financial intermediary.

4.6 The following table shows to what extent this applies in the

case of Tunisia.

Table 7

Net Inflow and Outflow of Funds by Agents MD
(Annual Averages)

Agent Inflow/Outflow 1961-1965 1966-1970 1971

Central Bank Inflow 10.7 9.1 48.0
Outflow 11.0 9.3 48.6

Commercial banks Inflow 8.2 9.1 21.1

Outflow 9.6 12.5 24.0

General government Inflow 34.9 42.5 34.2
Outflow 7.5 13.8 20.2

Households Inflow 5.4 1.5 1.2
Outflow 3.8 8.4 23.0

Enterprises Inflow 29.9 39.0 58.3
Outflow 5.8 2.8 22.0

Abroad* ,-Inflow 0.2 4.7 48.6

Outflow 51.6 59.1 73.6

Note: *Inflows and outflows are defined from the point of view of the
sector 'abroad'. Thus inflow in the case of the sector 'abroad'
is what goes out of the country. The main stream going out of
the country is what the Central Bank spends on building up the
foreign exchange reserve. (Debt repaynents do not show up in
the above table as their flows are net.) Outflow of the sector
'abroad' is what cones into the country as foreign aid, supplier
credits, etc. diminished by debt repayments.
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4.7 During the 'sixties the)figures for almost all the agents

confirm the expectations. The general government is an exception as it

has important outflows indicating a financing function for other local

agents. In 1971 the foreign exchange reserve increased enormously which

explains the considerable inflow of the agent 'abroad' in that year.

In order to permit the Central Bank to hold this increased reserve,

first, the commercial banks took over much of the debt that enterprises

had with the Central Bank (which explains the outflow of enterprises in

1971) and secondly, the central government reduced its indebtedness to-

wards the Central Bank.

C. Structure of Inflows and Outflows

4.8 The structure of the origin and destination of flows are

given in tables 8 and 9 for each agent separately. It should be kept in

mind that these are net flows. Thus the importance of the commercial

banks as a source of capital for enterprises is not fully indicated by

this table as the enterprises do not only borrow but also deposit with

them. There are other similar cases though this is the important one.

4.9 In the first half of the sixties, the Central Bank received

most of its inflows from abroad through a depletion of its gross foreign

exchange holdings and through short-term borrowing from foreign banks.

This source became unimportant in the second half of the sixties when

the Central Bank relied mainly on internal resources (households and

enterprises) on the basis of increases in currency circulation.

4.10 As to outflows, support by the Central Bank of the govern-

ment was important in 1961-1965, became much less so in 1966-1970 and

ceased towards the end of the sixties. Rebuilding the foreign exchange

reserve became an important use of Central Bank's resources in 1966-1970

and exclusively so in 1971. In short, the Central Bank was a supplier

of funds to other internal agents in the first half of the sixties and a

user of local funds in the period thereafter.

4.11 In the beginning of the sixties the general government was

rather heavily supported by the Central Bank but this source of financ-

ing was not utilized any more towards the end of the sixties. Instead

the government relied more and more on 'foreign aid in order to cover the

deficit of investment over savings and to support enterprises by subsidies
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Table 8

of Net Inflows of Important Agents*Structure
.

.x .. .

Destination of Inflow

Central BankC

Source of Inflow

.Commercial banks
General government
Households
Enterprises
Abroad

Total

Central Bank
General government
Households
Enterprises
Abroad

1961-65

19
16
65

100

2
23
23
52

100

1966-70

10
13
41
24
12

100

11
12
43

34

100

Commercial banks

Total

1971

24
12
18
46

100

19
55

26

100

100

100

21
15

5
59

100

General government Central Bank
Commercial banks
'Households
Enterprises
Ab road

Total

.Central Bank
Commercial banks
General government
Households
Abroad

Total

22
6

6
66

100

5
21
16

58

100

5

1
2

92

100

6
26
27

1
40

100

Enterprises

Note: *'Households'
they have no

and 'abroad' have been omitted
important inflows.

from this table as
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Table 9

Structure of Net Outflows of Important Agents%

Source of Outflow

Central Bank

Destination of Outflow

Commercial banks
General government
Households
Enterprises
Abroad

Total

1961-65

67
17
14

2

100

23
13
64

100

1966-70

11
24

24
41

100

7

4
81

8

100

Commercial banks

General government

Central Bank
General government
Households
Enterprises
Abroad

Total

Central Bank
Commercial banks
Households
Enterprises

Total

Central Bank
Commercial banks
Enterprises
General government

Total

Central Bank
Commercial banks
General government
Enterprises

Total

1971

100

100

49

51

100

29
20
6

45

100

37
50
13

100

Households

1
32
67

100

50
50

100

14
8

45
33

100

9
8
6

77

100

44
46
6
4

100

2
5

67
26

100

Abroad
7

47
46

100

Note: Enterprises are left out as they have no important outflows.
NB. In any given year flow of funds between two agents A and B
are characterized either by a net outflow from A to B or by a
net inflow into A from B but not by both at the same time. The
tables on inflows and outflows are based on five-year averages
and then the two are not any more incompatible.
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and equity capital. Indeed, the origin of capital resources to enter-

prises shows an increased importance of the general government. Thus,

in its relation to other internal agents, the role of the government was

exactly the opposite of the role of the Central Bank: in the first half

of the sixties the government was a user of funds and became a supplier

thereafter. The decline in the Central Bank's foreign exchange reserves

might well be considered as prefinancing of the public investment program

in anticipation of an increase in government's capacity to absorb foreign

aid.

4.12 In many ways the commercial banks show the same development

as the Central Bank: less reliance on abroad and an increased importance

of households as a source of financing. However there are differences:

(L) support of the government became more important and (2) outside re-

sources did not completely disappear. First, during the second half of

the sixties the government did increase the special lending funds with

the commercial banks, in particular the one intended for agriculture

(Fosda). Secondly, there are two reasons why foreign resources remained

important with commercial banks: in the second half of the sixties they

contracted important short-term loans with foreign banks (which have

since been repaid); and during the same period foreign lenders started

to establish special funds with local commercial banks for the financing

of agricultural and industrial projects. As to the outflow from commer-

cial banks, support of the government had some importance in 1961 to

1965 but this ceased to be so thereafter. In the second half of the

sixties nearly all outflows went to enterprises.

4.13 Throughout the period 1961-1971 the share of the government

in the foreign capital inflow has become more important whereas the

share going to enterprises became smaller at least to 1970. The import-

ance of foreign aid as supplier of long-term capital to enterprises will

be analyzed in the following sections.

D. Foreign Capital Inflow

Dl. The volume of foreign aid

4.14 Foreign capital inflow, net of repayments of principal, was

26.7 MD in the beginning of the sixties, then climbed to a peaik value in

1965 (76.9 MD). In the second half of the sixties it moved around a
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trend value of §3 MD a year. Compared to other countries and expressed

per head of population, Tunisia had high capital inflows (see following

table).

Table 10

Foreign Capital Inflow per Head of Population
in the Period 1962-1967*

Private Loans
Gifts and and Equity

Country Public Loans Capital

Mexico 0.96 6.97

Brazil 2.08 1.54

Argentina 1.31 4.10

India 2.15 0.24

Philippines 1.09 2.28

Pakistan 3.96 0.75

Taiwan 3.36 3.85

Tunisia 1962-67 16.20 10.20
1968-71 21.20 10.70

Total
Gross
Inflow

7.93

3.62

5.41

2.39

3.37

4.71

7.21

26.40
31.90

Reimburse-
ment plus
Interest-

-7.96

-2.95

-4.17

-0.46

-1.05

-0.45

-0.13

-6.50
-14.90

Net
Capital
Inflow

-0.03

0.67

1.24

1.93

2.32

4.26

7.08

19.90
17.00

Note: *Except for the Tunisian part, this table comes from: Ian Little,
Tibor Scitovsky, Maurice Scott: Industry and Trade in Some
Developing Countries, Oxford, 1970, p. 52.

D2. Composition of foreign capital inflow

4.15 A first distinction is between public and private capital

inflowp.46 The first group consists of gifts and public loans, the sec-

ond of equity investment and private loans. Gifts and equity investment

leave the foreign debt unchanged. Private loans entail a heavier debt

service than the public ones. On the average, public loans were obtained

at the following conditions: interest rate: 3.7 per cent; repayment

period: 30 years; deferred repayments: 7 years. Private loans were

obtained at less favourable conditions. The rate of interest varied be-

tween 5 and 10 per cent (7% on the average), depending on the conditions

of the capital market, repayment period 8 years, no deferred repayments.

The importance of each type of capital inflow is shown in table 11.

4.16 In the beginning of the sixties public capital inflows repre-

sented more than 80 per cent of the total inflow; its share diminished

to 55 per cent in the middle of the period; at the end, public capital
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Table 11

Structure of Gross Foreign Capital Inflow %

1961 1962 1965 1966 1970 1971

Public capital inflow

Gifts 74.5 29.3 14.5 12.0 25.8 18.8
Loans 9.5 51.6 46.8 38.4 36.8 45.9
ITS - - - - 3.6 2.0

Total 84.0 80.9 61.3 50.5 66.2 66.7

Private capital inflow

Equity investment 8.7 15.9 9.9 7.1 11.8 112.8

Loans 7.3 3.2 28.8 42.4 22.0 20.5

Total 16.0 19.1 38.7 49.5 33.8 33.3

inflow provided two-thirds of the total. Thus private capital infLows

were most important in the middle of the sixties; they consisted of sup-

plier credits in 1965 and of financial credits in 1966.

4.17 Supplier credits were mainly used to implement some big

projects of public enterprises. The extensive use of supplier creditLs

in 1965 was tunforeseen and partly imposed on the Tunisians as France ;ad

cut off the:stream of official aid after land of foreign farm.,ers was

nationalized. The switch to private supplier credits illustrates the

government's determination to carry out the investment program at all

cost. Financial credits were used in order to equip the El Borrna oil

field. Their use was quite voluntary and already foreseen in the agree-

ment with the prospecting company.

4.18 The ample use of foreign private loans was largely respon-

sible for the rise in debt service in the second half of the sixties.

In 1968, interest payments and reimbursement of principal rose to 25 per

cent of proceeds from exports of goods and non-factor services. This

ratio fell to about 19 per cent in the years 1971 to 1973.

4.19 The cost of foreign aid is not limited to the debt service.

In general, purchases financed under bilateral loan agreements have c

be made in the lending country. Such purchases may concern equiprnent

financed under project loans or general merchandise financed undAer a

program loan. Because of the restrictive clause as to the country of
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origin, commodities are in general purchased at a higher price than the

Tunisians would have to pay were they free to choose where to buy. For

instance, goods bought in the United States and financed by program loans,

were priced 20 per cent higher than comparable commodities of European

origin. Similar price discrepancies occurred for equipment bought in

Europe and financed by a bilateral project loan.

D3. Government and foreign aid

4.20 As already noted the general government had a high and per-

sistent deficit (defined as investment over savings) during the sixties

that started to decline only in 1971. The deficit position of the gen-

eral government remains after taking into account the capital transfers

from other local agents as is shown in the following table (the values

for 1961-1965 and 1966-1970 are annual averages).

Table 12

Dependence of General Government on Foreign Aid MD

1961-1965 1966-1970 1971

Deficit 27.4 28.7 14.0

Local capital inflows 11.8 3.2 -

Deficit after local inflows 15.6 25.5 14.0

Foreign inflow 23.1 39.3 34.2

Capacity to finance other
local agents 7.5 14.8 20.2

Outflows to:

Central Bank - 1.2 5.9
commercial banks 0.1 1.1 4.1
households 2.4 0.9 1.2
enterprises 5.0 10.6 9.0

4.21 It is thus only the foreign inflow that permits the general

government to provide capital to other local agents. It does so in vari-

ous ways. Project loans free government savings because the government

does not have to use these savings to buy equipment or to pay for local

expenditures to the extent that these are covered by the project loan.

The countervalue of commodity loans and gifts adds to the cash balances

of the general government, and public or private financial loans have

the same effect.
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4.22 The main stream going out from the general government con-

sisted of capital subsidies and equity capital to enterprises. Recently

flows of funds to commercial banks for the purpose of setting up special

lending funds have also become important. These funds supply investment

capital in particular to agricultural enterprises which are therefore

the ultimate beneficiaries of the general government's outflow to com-

mercial banks. Thus foreign aid to enterprises does not only consist of

that part which goes directly to them but the enterprise sector also

benefits frcam foreign aid indirectly.

D4. Impact of the general government on direct foreign
capital

4.23 In one way or another there is also government influence

when capital flows directly from abroad to enterprises. Some public

loans are given on soft terms to the general government which then passes
them on harder terms to enterprises. In general, the destination of all

public loans is decided upon by government officials whether they are

for non-financial enterprises or for commercial banks. In the latter

case they serve for setting up special lending funds. (There is no fur-

ther government intervention with the individual loans to local enter-

prises in industry and tourism given on the basis of these special funds

established with industrial banks. Project selection financed by agri-

cultural special lending funds has remained in the hands of the officials

of the Ministry of Agriculture.) Each supplier credit needs the approval

of the Plan and Finance Ministries in order to avoid too heavy reliance

on these expensive credits. Most of the foreign equity capital has gone

into petroleum exploration and this field is, of course, very strictly

controlled by the mining section of the Ministry of National Economy.

In general, every foreign participation in a Tunisian firm requires

authorization from the government.

4.24 The argument of the preceding sections is summarized in

table 13.

D5. Foreign aid and choice of projects

4.25 Given government's key role in distributing foreign aid

among the ultimate beneficiaries, it is unlikely that foreign donor coun-

tries and organizations have influenced the choice of projects that nade

up the Tunisian investment program. Within a given program, however,
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Table 13

Impact of General Government on Foreign
Financing of Enterprises

Action of the
Form of foreign capital inflow general government

Public project loans

Public commodity
loans and gifts Transformation

Private and public
cash loans

Form of capital inflow
into enterprises

Capital subsidies and
equity capital from
government

Loans from special
lending funds with
commercial banks
financed by govern-
ment

Government loan on
less soft terms

Public foreign loan

Foreign private sup-
plier credits

Foreign private
equity capital

Public loans on sof t terms

Public project loans

Private supplier credits

Private equity capital

Relabelling

Negotiation and
distribution

Authorization

they were free to select the field of activity that they preferred to

stimulate. Tunisia made intensive use of foreign aid in order to imple-

ment an investment program made up according to its own preferences.

4.26 Sometimes foreign countries and organizations even tried to

exercise a restraining influence. In commenting upon the investments in

infrastructure for irrigation put into the four-year plan, 1973-1976,

S. Postma maintains that these are too high because already existing dams,

deep wells, etc. are far from fully utilized and he continues: "The prin-

L_.pal foreign advisors sometimes complain about the way irrigated agri-

culture is planned in Tunisia.'48 For certain industrial projects the

Tunisian government refused public foreign aid because this would delay

the implementation of these projects.49 In the case of these projects,

instead of public aid, it preferred foreign supplier credits even though

they cost much more.

D6. Foreign aid and savings

4.27 It is sometimes argued that foreign aid, as a substitute
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5C
for national savings, has a negative influence on the rate of sIving.~

What has been the Tunisian experience on this point? The answer depends

on whether foreign aid goes to the government or to enterprises.

4.28 An important part of technical assistance and public loans

to the government is linked to projects. In most cases foreign aid only

finances the foreign exchange component of these projects whereas local

expenditure is carried by Tunisia and put into the equipment budget

(Title II). Available resources often kept this budget too small to

accomodate properly all foreign financed projects and the local ones.

It was sometimes more difficult to put up the local component chan to

obtain foreign aid and delays in the implementation of a number o proj-

ects stem from this difficulty. This is one of the main reasons h' the

government tried so hard to have a large equipment budget and also >> y

it wanted the surplus of the current budget (Title I) as bi; as possible .

(It also explains the government's great interest in coimmodiy iS sand',

loans because their countervalue was another important source a. .. inanc-

ing for the Title II budget.) Foreign aid, linked to goverr.nent's proj-

ects thus stimulated savings.

4.29 Foreign aid linked to projects of enterprises, on theSo

hand, often finance their total cost, including the cost of coutruetion.

Such aid does increase the volume of fixed investments, as it did l

1964 and 1965, but it does not necessitate an increase in domestic sav-

ings. Moreover, the higher investment volume will lead already in

same year to a higher GDP through more growth in the building a .d buiid-

ing materials sectors, a stronger demand for consumer goods, etc. i"s

the share of investments, financed by local resources, would dinm

and this will also be the case for the relation between national sa.ings

and GNP, that is, the savings rate.

E. Currency Circulation

El. Why currency circulation and not money supply?

4.30 In monetary analysis it is usual to compare growth of (L

with total money supply, consisting essentially of currency in ~~crc

tion and bank sight deposits. Here these two elements will be tre. stJ
separately because in Tunisia the growth in bank deposits is largely de-

termined by a small numnber of public trading enterprises and by the
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social security agency. As will be shown later, these had considerable

surpluses in the second half of the sixties. Their distribution between

bank and treasury deposits, and, within bank deposits, between sight and

time deposits, varied considerably. Therefore a large part of the growth

in sight deposits in the second half of the sixties has been independent

of GDP or currency circulation. This justifies treating currency circu-

lation and bank deposits separately.

E2. The Central Bank's monetary policy

4.31 A rise in currency circulation supplies the liquidity to the

economy required by an increase in GDP. In case the use in currency cir-

culation outstrips growth in GDP in constant prices, one would expect an

increase in the price level (this hypothesis will be tested later on).

A restraining influence on GDP occurs when currency circulation lags be-

hind the potential growth of real GDP. The aim of Central Bank's monetary

policy normally is to harmonize growth of currency circulation and of

potential real GDP.

E3. Currency circulation and price rises

4.32 To what extent did the Central Bank of Tunisia (BCT) succeed

in this policy and how did this affect the price level? Throughout the

years 1961 to 1971 GDP in constant prices rose on an average by 4.8 per

cent annually.51 Currency circulation rose by 8.0 per cent and thus out-

stripped the growth in GDP by 3.2 per cent. This is close to the average

annual rise in the cost of living during the same period, 3.5 per cent.

This is a first suggestion that in Tunisia, the increase of the price

level is largely determined by the relation between growth of real GDP

and currency circulation.

4.33 This relation is further explored for each of the three

periods in the following table.

Table 14

Increases of GDP, Currency Circulation and Prices

Annual Growth Annual Increases of Prices
GDP in Currency Cost of living Wholesale

Constant prices circulation index price

1962-1966 5710.3 4.3 o.6~

1966-1970 3.8 5.0 2.3 3.3
1970-1971 9.2 19.5 o.95.

1962-1971 4.8 8.0 3.5 4.7
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During the first period, 1962-1966, the increase in currency circulaiuon

was much higher than growth of real GDP and this led to considerable

price increases. In the second period growth rates in currecy circula-

tion and GDP were much closer and price increases remained small. In

1971 the situation was like that of the first period. Thus the more

detailed analysis confirms the dependency of the general price leveL on

the discrepancy between growth in real GDP and currency circulation.

E4.1 Principal assets and liabilities of the Central Bank

4.34 Growth of currency circulation and of GDP in constant prices

will now be compared on an annual level. As a consequence of the behavior

of other agents in the economy, changes in one of Central Bank's assets

and liabilities may occur continuously, leading to unequal growth between

currency circulation and GDP. The Central Bank will react by policies

aimed at varying other assets and liabilities in order to avoid t.its in-

equality.

4.35 The Central Bank's principal assets are (1) the foreign ex-

change reserves, (2) the indebtedness of the central government and (3)

discounts. Important liabilities (apart from the currency circulacion)

are various deposits from commercial banks among which the required re-

serves predominate. In Tunisia the BCT is in a position to influence

directly discounts and the reserve requirements. However, it does not

practice open market policies. In order to change central government's

indebtedness and foreign exchange reserves, the Central Bank needs the

agreement of both the Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of National

Economy. The autonomy of monetary policy is limited by the need to in-

tegrate it vith fiscal and import policies.

E4.2 Central Bank's own instruments of monetary policies

4.36 The volume of discounts depends (1) on the disc(unt rates

and (2) on the ceilings set for each bank and for each major transaction.

These ceilings only concern seasonal credit: discounts of meium er

loans (mainly of housing loans of the STB) a-re not limitedi by ceilines

agreed upon in advance. In Tunisia, moreover, very short-term ciscounts

('pensions')) mostly benefitting the STB, also are included in unatce-

ing.

4.37 Neither the discount rates nor the ceilings were used
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intensively as instruments of short-term economic policy. The discount

rate changed only in 1962 and 1966 whereas the ceilings remained the

same from 1958 on. Thus the sharp fluctuations in seasonal discounts that

did occur should be explained mainly by liquidity needs of commercial

banks. The volume of medium-term and very short-term discounts ('pen-

sions') also varied a great deal: these changes only were possible with

the active support of the BCT.

4.38 Required reserves date from 1964 and are based on increments

of deposits. Changes in reserve requirements took place only twice--in

1967 and in 1968--even though structural changes that occurred between

the period of stagnation and the one of expansion might have called for

more frequent adjustment.

4.39 So far the BCT has not used open market policies to regulate

the commercial banks' liquidity position. However, a daily money market

that started in 1964 in order to facilitate short-term borrowing and lend-

ing between commercial banks, made such policies quite feasible. Treasury

bonds are the only short-term paper that exists in Tunisia and they have

been used exclusively as the liquidity position of the Treasury itself

required and not as an instrument of monetary policy.

4.40 On a whole, therefore, the Central Bank did not use the in-

struments of monetary policy intensively during the sixties. In the same

years, however, it built up a vast system of approvals of individual

transactions in the fields of credit and foreign exchange. Here one notes

the same preference for direct control over general policy measures as al-

ready noted with the government.52 However, in the fields of money and

credit, too, the 'seventies are characterized by a new interest in policy

issues.

E4.3 Changes in Central Bank's balance sheet

4.41 The annual changes in the Central Bank's major assets and

liabilities are given in table 15.

E5.1 Monetary policy

4.42 In some years movements in the assets were so strong that

Central Bank's monetary policy did not succeed in adapting the growth in

currency circulation to that of real GDP. Annual growth rates of these
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Table 15

Annual Changes in Assets and Liabilities of the
Central Bank of Tunisia MD

_ .,_..

--. ....

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971

Liabilities

Currency cir-
culation -4.0

Deposits--con-
mercial banks -

Savings 0.4

Special drawing
rights -

Miscellaneous -1.0

Total -4.6

6.8 0.6 2.6

- - -0.1

0.3 0.2 0.1

8.0 2.0 4.6 2.5 2.8 13.0

1.0 -0.3

0.3 -0.1

3.6 -1.3

5.7 0.3

2.6 1.1 -4.6

0.1 0.3 0.4

11.7

0.6

2.0

-3.0

24.3

-5.7

1.4

4.4-

5.2 2.6

2.1

9.4

3.4

7.3

3.1

5.8

8.!5

Assets

Net foreign ex-
change re-
serves -9.4 -12.0

Treasury's in-
debtedness 9.8 16.1.

Discounts +
pensions -5.0 -2.7

-7.1 1.0 -5.7 3.0 4.7 0.5 10.5 48.5

1.4 4.4

10.9 -2.8

6.4 -1.6 -0.7 4.8 -3.7

5.0 -1.1. 5.4 2.0 1.7 -18.3

Note: Net of Central Banka advances to cormercial banks.

two variables are shown in table 16. In five out of ten years

Bank succeeded in harmonizing growth in money circulation with-

in real GDP: that was in 1964, 1965, 1968, 1969 and 1970. In

years, 1962, 1963, 1966, 1967 and 1971, monetary policy faiici

respect.

the Central

the grtwLh

the cther

in tis

Table 16

Annual Growth Rates of GDP (in constant prices)
and Currency Circulation

Annual growth+ ++t
rate of: 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 19b9 1970

Currency
circulation -9.7 18.1 1.5 5.8 17.2 3.3 8.0 4.0 4.3 :9.o

GDP at con-
stant prices 1.7 13.6 2.4 5.4 3.2 -3.0 8.9 2.9 5.5 5.
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4.43 As can be seen from the annual changes in assets and liabili-

ties of the Central Bank (table 15), most of the years in which currency

circulation and real GDP moved in the same way are years of small changes

in individual assets. This was the case in 1965, 1968, 1969 and 1970.

Only in 1964 was a considerable fall in the foreign exchange reserves

compensated by a strong increase in the Central Bank's discounting, espe-

cially for dwellings. On the other hand, most of the years in which cur-

rency circulation moved differently from real GDP are characterized by

strong movements in one of the Central Bank assets. That was the case in

1962, 1963, 1966 and 1971. Only in 1967 did small asset changes lead to

a moderate currency increase, contrasting with a decline in real GDP.

4.44 In most cases a discrepancy between growth of currency cir-

culation and real GDP seems to be linked to wide variations in one of the

following Central Bank's assets: the foreign exchange reserves in 1962

and 1971, the central government's indebtedness in 1963 and discounts in

1966. These assets increased in 1963, 1966 and 1971 and for this reason

currency circulation rose more strongly than real GDP. In 1962, however,

foreign exchange reserves fell and growth in currency circulation lagged

behind.

E5.2 Central Bank's utilization of instruments of
monetary policy

4.45 Could a proper monetary policy have avoided these discrep-

ancies? Four cases could be distinguished.

4.46 First case: inadequate use of existing instruments. In

1962, currency circulation decreased by 9.7 per cent and there was a

slow growth in real GDP (+1.7%). Because of a minor monetary change

(changing old five dinars notes into new ones under certain conditions)

bank deposits increased considerably and total money supply remained

about equal in 1962 (108.1 MD) and 1961 (108.6 MD).53 Thus in 1962 a

certain discrepancy between growth sin the money supply and GD? remained

which might have been avoided by a higher volume of housing loan dis-

counts, as was done in 1964. The Central Bank certainly was in a posi-

tion to do so because in 1962 seasonal discounting fell by 8.0 NMD.

Households, too, would have welcomed such an action because the commer-

cial banks' outstanding housing loans increased by only 0.1 ND) in 1962.

Instead of promoting this type of credit the Central Bank in 1962
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increased the discount rate for housing loans by 1.5 points (from 5 to

6.5Z).

4.47 Second case: lack of instruments. In 1963, 1966 and 1971,

when strong upward movements in one of the assets led to expansion of

currency circulation, the Central Bank lacked instruments to absorb suf-

ficiently J4quidity with cmiprcial banks.

4.48 In orde to ixplement the level of fixed investment indicated

by the tIhree-year pLan 1962 to 1964, during 1963 the Treasury relied very

heavily on the Central Bank's support (16.1 MD). This created ample

liquidity for the commercial banks, which needed to be absorbed by the

Central Bank through increased reserve requirements and open-market sales.

)Iowever, in 1963 these two instruments were not yet available to the Cen-

tral Bank. On the other hand, in the sane year the Treasury sold 11.6 MD

of newly created short-term bonds to the commercial banks. This only

meant a temporary absorption of the excess liquidity of those banks, be-

cause once the Treasury had spent this sum inflationary tendencies would

be renewed.

4.49 The first year to be characterized by a strong need for

liquidity by newly created public manufacturing enterprises was 1966.

These needs were initially met by the commercial banks; short-term credits

increased in 1966 by 21.7 MD. The difficult liquidity position of new

enterprises was also felt by the Central Bank and Treasury: the Central

Bank's discounts increased in 1966 by 5.5 MD whereas enterprise deposits

with the Treasury became negative and commercial banks even sold short-

term Treasury bonds which obliged the Treasury to increase considerably

its indebtedness toward the Central Bank. The latter reacted to this

situation by an increase of one per cent in its discount rate but this

measure was powerless in face of the very real need for short-term credit.

Indeed, the situation in 1966 was so desperate as to make a strong cur-

rency increase unavoidable.

4.50 The situation is clearer in 1971: a huge inflow of foreign

exchange created ample liquidities with commercial banks. As a result,

the Central Bank's discounts declined and required reserves rose, but

these automatic reactions did not suffice to avoid in 1971 a growth in

currency circulation that was too strong compared to growth in real GDP.
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To harmonize the growth of currency ci'rculation and of real GDP would

have required a more active Central Bank policy and, in particular, the

possibility of open-market transactions. Indeed the lack of this instru-

ment was so acutely felt in 1971 that competent authorities decided upon

a thorough review of monetary policies.

E5.3 Consistency between monetary policy and fiscal and
commercial policies

4.51 Third case: inconsistency between monetary and fiscal poli-

cies. Deficit financing by the central government and subsequent reli-

ance on Central Bank support had been a major factor in 1963 and 1966

explaining a faster growth in currency circulation than in real GDP.

During the early seventies, however, changes in the Treasury's account

with the Central Bank were sometimes controlled in order to make them

consistent with monetary policy requirements. At the end of 1972, for

instance, the rate of budgetary expenditures were deliberately slowed

down in order to avoid a drastic fall in Treasury's deposit with the

Central Bank, as this would have given rise to too strong an increase in

currency circulation. 5 4

4.52 Fourth case: inconsistency between monetary and commercial

policies. A strong inflow of foreign exchange can be curbed by weaker

restrictions on foreign operations. The need for such a policy was par-

ticularly felt in 1971 but as of yet changes in foreign exchange controls

have not been used as a short-term policy measure. However, coordination

between Central Bank and commercial policy makers in the Ministry of

National Economy used to be very strong in the sixties when foreign ex-

change was very scarce indeed; transactions with abroad were kept strictly

within the limits of available foreign exchange as projected by the Eco-

nomic Budgets.

4.53 There are also limitations to compensatory fiscal policies.

For example, in 1971, foreign exchange reserves increased by the colossal

amount of 48.5 MD. At the same time, the overall surplus of the govern-

ment budget led to an increase in Treasury deposits of only 5.9 MD. Ob-

viously, this was a move in the right direction, but at the same time,

fiscal policy and particularly expenditure policy is difficult to quickly

adjust so as to harmonize it with the possibilities of monetary policy.

Effective monetary policy would seem to require that violent fluctuations
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in any one pf Central Bank's assets be avoided. This implies that the

capital acepunts of most important agents, in particular of the central

government pnd of the balance of payments, are more or less in equilibrium

as it is the Central Bank that carries most of the balances (central gov-

ernment's indebtedness and foreign exchange reserves). These disequi-

libria can be avoided by realistic planning and a careful watch over

seasonal movements through short-term indicators.

E6. Inflation and growth of GDP

4.54 It might be expected that price increases in one year would

stimulate growth in GDP in a succeeding year. This would not seem to

apply to Tunisia during the years 1961 to 1971. In 1963 and 1966 the

increase in money in circulation far outstripped the growth in real GDP

but both of these years were succeeded by years in which there was very

little increase in GDP. This observation is in line with Andrey Kidel's

analysis of macro-economic time-series; in Tunisia monetary variables by

themselves have only a small impact on national income.5 5

4.55 In most developing countries inflationary policies do not

succeed because price rises are not met by new factor combinations. The

reasons are first, the absence of an economic organization (e.g., banking

and training facilities) and secondly, the additional demand for foreign

goods and services that cannot be made available becuuse of the balance

of payments limitations.56 It would seem, however, that by the second

half of the sixties various kinds of facilities were quite well developed

in Tunisia. The lack of influence of monetary variables on the national

economy might well come from the many direct controls, including foreign

exchange regulations, that held down private initiative.

F. Bank Deposits

Fl. Bank deposits and currency circulation

4.54 Annual growth rates of total ban~k deposits (sight + timeo

deposits) and currency circulation are given in table 17. Increases of

bank deposits were rather close to those of currency circulation in the

years 1964 to 1968 but they diverged thereafter; deposits continued to

grow strongly whereas currency circulation increased slowly. In the

years 1964 to 1968 total deposits were twice as high as money circulation

but 2-1/2 times in 1971. The continuous growth in deposits after 1968
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becomes understandable by considering itheir origin.

Table 17

Annual Growth Rates of Bank Deposits
and Currency Circulation %

Annual Growth
Rate 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971

Bank deposits 5.0 27.9 3.9 7.5 14.9 5.1 10.8 8.2 10.1 21.4

Currency cir-
culation -9.7 18.1 1.5 5.8 17.2 3.3 8.0 4.0 4.3 19.4

F2. The composition of bank deposits

4.57 The composition of bank deposits is given in the following

table.

Table 18

The Composition of Bank Deposits MD

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971

Current deposits:

Commercial private
enterprises 30.4 32.8 34.9 35.3 40.1 38.2 40.5 45.7

Other private enter-
prises and households 27.5 25.4 28.9 29.3 33.1 35.9 41.1 49.8

Public enterprises 19.3 17.9 17.3 20.5 22.2 35.4 40.1 63.6

Total current deposits 77.2 76.1 81.1 85.1 95.4 109.5 121.7 159.1

Time deposits 15.1 22.3 29.6 31.0 36.9 35.4 39.6 40.1

Bonds 1.1 1.5 2.8 2.9 3.9 3.6 3.4 3.1

Total deposits 93.4 99.9 113.5 119.0 136.2 148.5 164.7 202.3

Currency circulation 44.9 47.4 55.4 57.5 62.1 64.5 67.3 80.4

Total deposits/currency
circulation (%) 2.1 2.1 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5

Sight deposits/ currency
circulation (%) 1.7 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.7 1.8 2.0

4.58 The continuous growth in total deposits after 1968 is due to

sight deposits and in particular to those of public enterprises, which are

concentrated with the three public banks, STB, BNT and Banque du Suid. As

already noted these deposits came especially from public enterprises in
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the fields of commerce, petroleum and social security. In Tunisia larg..e

changes in bank deposits can be traced back to a limited number of enter-

prise-a rather than to a multitude of small depositors as in developed

countries. These enterprises have several choices of where to put their

additional liquidity: in sight or time bank deposits or with the Treas-

ury. This explains the unequal growth rates of sight and time deposits

in some of the years; in 1965 time deposits registered a strong increase

but sight deposits fell. The opposite happened in 1969 and again in 1971;

big increases in sight deposits were accompanied by stagnating time de-

posits.

4.59 The increase in the deposits of public enterprises has noth-

ing to do with the growth in currency circulation, and this explains the

divergence in growth of total deposits and currency circulation after

1968: deposits continued to increase rapidly notwithstanding slo growth

in the currency circulation. The autonomous growth in deposits made com-

mercial banks more independent of the Central Bank.

F3. Treasury deposits

4.6Q Public trading enterprises as well as the social security

organization keep important deposits with the Treasury of the central

government. This function of the Treasury, acting exactly like a com-

mercial bank is characteristic for the French system of public finance.

The Treasury, in turn keeps all its liquid assets, including deposits of

public enterprises, with the Central Bank.

4.614 Treasury deposits have been important in the second half of

the sixties., When normal resources fell short of expectations the cen-

tral government induced public enterprises to increase their deposits

with the Treasury. In particular, when in 1968 the Title I surplus was

very small, the Treasury succeeded in increasing the deposits of public

enterprises by 7.6 MD. After 1969 the deposits of public enterprises

ceased to grow. The central government does not need these deposits any

more, and int order to overcome temporary discrepancies between resources

and expenditure it uses the classical method of short-term borrowing

(bons de trdsor).
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G. Commercial Bank Credits to Enterprises

Gl. The volume

4.62 In Tunisia enterprises depend for their supply of long-term

capital 5 7 on the general government and on foreign aid, directly or in-

directly through special lending funds. On the other hand, commercial

banks use their own resources and deposits mainly to provide short-term

credits; the proportion of such credits attained 80 per cent of the

total (excluding credits on special resources and Central Bank discounts)

in the period 1963-1971. Such a situation seems to be general for de-

veloping countries.

4.63 The commercial banks' own lending to enterprises increased

considerably between 1961-1965 (11.5 MD per year on the average) and

1966-1970 (14.6 MD). Annual figures from 1963 onwards are given in the

following table.

Table 19

Commercial Bank Credits on Own Resources and Deposits MD

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971
Annual amount of
new credits less 19.7 8.2 12.9 24.3 16.7 14.3 3.3 15.3 40.6repayments-of
which:

short term 12.8 6.9 10.1 21.7 14.5 7.1 0.7 15.4 33.5
medium term 6.3 2.1 2.7 0.7 -0.9 4.8 0.5 -1.1 5.8
long term 0.6 -0.8 0.1 1.9 3.1 2.4 2.1 1.0 1.3

4.64 There are two types of short-term credit: commercial credit

given on the basis of trade documents; and overdrafts on current account.

The volume of commercial credits varies from one year to another depend-

ing on the size of the crops, the level of imports and exports, etc. Over-

draft facilities are supposed to be given to industrial enterprises and

hotels in order to carry them over brief priods of low liquidity. How-

ever, in reality, overdrafts had a double position of prefinancing indus-

trial investment and supplying liquidity on a permanent basis to deficit

enterprises.

4.65 Short-term credits during the first period 1961-1965 fre-

quently served to prefinance investments, especially in 1963 when foreign

aid had not yet developed. In those years short-term bank credits
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permitted enterprises to embark on their investment programs hoping that

a definite financial arrangement could be worked out. This happened in

tourism and in the building materials, mechanical and textile industries.

4.66 Industrial investment increased enormously in 1964 and 1965

but was mostly financed by foreign supplier credits. Hence, local short-

term lending did not yet increase in those two years. It rose, however,

very strongly ther after, not to prefinance new industrial ventures but

to supply liquidity to nwely-astablished industrial enterprises for work-

ing capital, to cover lcsses and for debt service on medium-term foreign

supplier credits. (The financial results of these new enterprises will

be treated in s ;.ore detail in sec. 9.2). Short-term credits for

this purpose incre-s strongly in 1966 and 1967 and again in 1970 and

1971. Thera was n increase in bank overdrafts in 1968 and 1969 because,

first, in 1968 and later, government's subsidies to deficit enterprises

doubled and, secondly, because of a reduction in fixed investment of pub-

lic enterprise in industy and tourism. The rise in 1970 and 1971 is due

to public enterprises in the fields of mining, chemical industries, paper

and housing.

4.61 Short-teru loans by way of overdrafts were mainly given by

one of the three state-owned banks. (In many ways they behave differently

from traditional co uercial banks. Statistically, however, it is not

possible to separate what may be called state-owned government lending

institutions from private commercial banks.) To the extent that the gen-

eral government has been responsible for the creation of deficit enter-

prises, the state-owned bank supported the consequences of an economic

policy that was imposed upon them. In supplying substantial overdrafts

that were continuously rolled-over, the state-owned banks really took

care of government responsibilities. From the point of view of a com-

mercial bank it was certainly an unorthodox credit policy but consistent

with the importance of bank deposits of public enterprises in the flids

of commerce, petroleum and social security.

S 4.6i 'Because public enterprises had such a huge need for short-

term credit one of the state-owned Tunisian banks (STB) had to borrow

r 6 fairgign baak. <Shrt-termiliabilities of this nature rose by 9 10
in 19673. They fulfilled the same function for enterprises as, some years

before, short foreign bank credits contracted by the Central Barnk in favour

' S r

. AA'
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of the general government. In both cases the need of liquidity rose so

suddenly that normal resources were not sufficient. Growth of local bank

deposits after 1968 quickened which permitted the STB to reimburse the

foreign banks.

4.69 Short-term borrowing abroad might be considered one of the

unexpected consequences of the stand-by agreements with the IMF. These

agreements put a ceiling on the flow of funds from the Central Bank to

the commercial banks and to the Treasury. Neither agency was anymore

able to help deficit enterprises without limit and therefore the STB was

obliged to turn to foreign banks. From 1968 onwards commercial banks'

short-term borrowing abroad and borrowing from the Central Bank were

limited by a joint ceiling.

G2. Savings of industrial enterprises

4.70 Profits have been too low for a number of industrial projects

selected according to administrative procedures. This is well brought

out by the breakdown of gross retained savings (that is, after distribu-

tion of profits) for recent years as is shown in the following table.

Table 20

Gross Savings of Public Corporations in
Mining and Manufacturing 1 000 D

Other reserves Total gross
and distributed savings

Year Profit Depreciation profits 2+3+4
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

1963 2 290 2 560 - 99 4 751

1966 -1 586 6 522 1 041 5 977

1967 -1 494 7 182 -1 044 4 644

1968 -3 136 8 829 - 164 5 529

1970 -3 649 12 028 -1 496 6 883

1971 -5 282 10 963 - 886 4 795

4.71 All years for which such data are available show losses for

all mining and manufacturing enterprises together. The rapid rise in

depreciation clearly shows the investment effort in manufacturing and

mining which in principle should have led to an equal rise in profits.

Foreign debt charges had been high for these public enterprises (in
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1 000 D):k 1966: 30,043; 1967: 3,099; 1968: 3,459; 1970: 3,410. It ap-

pears that the external debt charges took more than half of the gross

savings.

4172 As table 21 shows, losses are concentrated in mining, the

mechanical industries and paper. Losses in the mechanical industries

are. linked to the establishment of El Fouladh steel and ironworks in 1964

and 1965.1 El Fouladh did better in 1970 and the heavy loss in'1971 is

due to exceptional circumstances. Public manufacturing enterprises as

a whole also did better in 1970 than in most of the years before and one

would hope that the problems in these years can simply be considered as

the cost of learning. However, the big loss in the paper industry in

1971, due to the establishment of a new unit, shows that the prospect of

a definite improvement is far from certain.

Table 21

i Retained Profits of Public Enterprises by Sector 1 000 D

Sectors

Mining

Manufacturing industries:

Food and agriculture

Building materials

Mechanical and
electrical

Chemical

Textiles and leather

Wood industries

Paper arnd printing

Total manufacturing
industries

Total mining and
manufacturing ind.

1963 1966 1967 1968 1970 1971

- 142 1 105 -1 029 -1 266 -3 186 -3 500

2 182

195

27

212

265

30

-479

1 760

-23

-2 459

-402

-1 345

249

-471

1 892

100

-2 389

-78

-92

194

-92

2 258

641

-1 905

630

-3 467

127

-154

1 127

136

-748

975

-379

-53

-1 521

1 153

16

-l 870

1 321

-478

175

-2 099

2 432 -2 691 -465 -l 870 -863 -1 782

2 290 -l 586 -1 494 -3 136 -3 649 -5 282

4.73 Financial results of

better than the results of public

are no losses even though profits

private manufacturing industries are

enterprises in the same field: there

hardly increased (see table 22).
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Table 22

Gross Savings in Private Manufacturing Enterprises

Total gross
Other Transfers and savings

Year Profits Depreciation distributed profits 2+3+4
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

1966 1 162 1 060 96 2 318

1967 2 276 1 863 -939 3 200

1968 1 744 1 489 -254 2 979

1970 2 492 1 619 -1 735 3 376

1971 2 122 2 282 -802 3 602

4.74 Tunisia's industrialization policies during the sixties were

predominantly based on import substitution. New industries were protected

against foreign competitors by high tariffs and quantitative import re-

strictions. In general, therefore, domestic prices of manufactured goods

were well above world market prices. This should have led to profits as

in the case of private manufacturing enterprises. The losses for those

public enterprises that produce for the local market, like the ones in

the mechanical industries, indicate a very low productivity indeed. 5 9

H. Turning Long-Term Bank Resources into Short-Term Uses

4.75 After having analyzed separately bank deposits and credits

we shall now compare, first, the more-or-less stable bank resources and

(medium or) long-term uses, and, secondly, short-term bank resources and

uses (tables 23 and 24).

4.76 In tables 23 and 24 long-term bank resources do not include

part of sight deposits though normal bank practice would have been to

consider, say, 25 per cent of sight deposits as stable. Notwithstanding

this restrictive definition, only half of bank's long-term resources have

been used for long-term uses. On the other hand, the bank's short-term

uses were 20 per cent higher than corresponding resources. This phenom-

enon of converting long-tern bank resources into short-term uses preoc-

cupies Tunisian bank authorities, who would like to see commercial banks

more interested in promoting and financing long-term projects, industrial

and otherwise.

4.77 Local bankers in Tunisia prefer short-term to medium- and
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Table 23

Changes in Long-term Resources and Long-term Uses
with Commercial Banks MD

- . -- 
- -

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971
Resources
Capital and

rese de

Time d os.ts

Blocked dyosit.

Bonds

Total

Uses
Long-terma credits

on Bank's own
resources and
on deposits

Government bonds"

Total

2.9

X3.5

1.3

-0.2

7.0

1.3

.0

23

2.0

9.3

-0.7

0.4

11.0

2.8

1.9

4.7

2.1

6.6

0.7

1.3

10.7

2.6

-1.2

1.4

3.3

-0.1

2.6

0.1

5.9

2.2

0.1

2.3

4.0

2.0

1.3

1.0

8.3

7.2

0.4

7.6

4.4

3.6

-3.1

0.3

4.6

2.6

2.5

5.1

3.0

6.2

0.6

-0.2

9.6

-0.1

2.7

2.6

3.7

-1.0

1.8

-0.3

4.2

7.1

-2.4

4.7

1964-
1971

62.2

30. 7

Table 24

Changes in Short-term Resources and Short-term Uses
of Commercial Banks MD

.1964-
1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1971

Resources
Sight deposits -1.0 -0.9 5.0 4.0 10.3 14.1 12.2 37.4 81.1

Uses
Short-term credits

on bank's own
resources and
on deposits 6.9 10.1 21.7 14.5 7.1 0.7 15.4 33.5 109.9

Foreign exchange
reserves -2.9 -4.8 -1.9 -9.4 4.2 7.2 0.2 -0.8 -8.2

Total 4.0 5.3 19.8 5.1 11.3 7.9 15.6 32.7 101.7

long-term credits because the interest rate for short-term credits (10%)

is higher than for the other kinds (7%). Moreover, the needs for long-

term credits in the fields of agriculture, industry and tourisr. are satis-

fied from the many special lending funds, set up either by central gov-

ernment or through foreign aid. It will therefore be difficult to change
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the situation and, indeed, the phenQmenon of transforming long-term

resources into short-term uses continued in 1972. In that year long-

term resources amounted to 16.1 MD and long-term uses to only 4.7 MD. 60

4.78 If commercial banks do not utilize their long-term resources

for long-term investments their recourse to the Central Bank will become

smaller and their deposits with the Central Bank larger. This has hap-

pened in 1971 to 1973. In these years the important liquidity of commer-

cial banks corresponds to equally important foreign exchange earnings.

The under-utilization of banks' resources is reflected in the big in-

creases in the foreign exchange reserves. At the end of 1972 these had

become big enough, 100 MD or about four months' import, and the continued

rise in 1973 means an under-utilization of Tunisia's financial possibili-

ties. A break-through might come from the commercial banks' utilization

of long-term resources to finance office and apartment buildings and

individual houses. Additional supply for dwellings and office space will

be met by strong demand and this type of investment seems profitable.

Moreover, it is not covered by any type of special lending fund.

J. Capital Subsidies and Equity Capital to Enterprises

4.79 Capital transfers from the central government finance new

fixed investment but are also meant to cover the deficit of some public

enterprises. Table 25 shows the composition of this flow from government

to enterprises.

4.80 Capital subsidies for the purpose of supplying liquidity to

already established firms (i.e. not for new investments) amounted to

about 5 MD in each of the years 1968 to 1971, which is something between

7 and 10 per cent of total expenditure of the capital budget. The decline

in 1971 will only be temporary and capital subsidies for the purpose of

putting old enterprises on their feet will become higher again in 1972

and 1973. In many cases these subsidies are given to cover losses. Even

though they are in the capital budget, they are essentially af a current

nature.

4.81 Table 25 shows clearly the increasing importance of subsi-

dies to commercial banks for special lending funds. Capital subsidies

to tourism fall under the same category as they are not given to indi-

vidual enterprises but mainly to a financial company (Cofitour). Together
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Table 25

Flow of Funds from General Government to
Enterprises and Commercial Banks MD

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

Subsidies and equity to enter-
prises for new investments:

agriculture

tourism

communication and
television

urban water supply

house construction

other

Total for new investment

Flow of funds to commercial
banks for setting up
special lending funds

Sob bsidies. and equity capital
to supply needed liquidity

Total flow to enter-
prises and banks

3.5

2.1

1.2

2.2

1.6

1.8

1.0

1.7

1.3

1.1

1.8

1.8

2.9

2.0

2.2

2.3

2.7

1971

1.5

2.2

2.5

1.0

3.1

10.3

- 0.8

6.1 5.8

12.9 10.4

- 0.4 3.8 1.3

- - - 2.3

8.6 7.8 6.6 6.7

13.1 12.4 17.1 17.5

1.2 1.6 0.6 2.9 1.1 0.8 2.0

5.7 5.1 4.61.8 3.3

15.9 15.3

3.2 6.0

16.9 21.3 23.9 23.4 16.9

---- - rw - - - - - - - -- - - -

this type of capital subsidy amounted in 1971 to

capital outflow to banks and enterprises. Actua

4 ND or 1/4 of all the

l government policy

favours strengthening special lending funds because it permits decentral-

ized project evaluation and decision making.

4.82 It should also be noted that an important part of the sub-

sidies goes to enterprises that really fulfill a government function:

the public corporation for the supply of drinking water (SONEDE) is one

example; the public housing corporation (SNIT), another. These invest-

ment activities used to be part of the development budget from 1961 to

1965. This type of subsidy took 1 ND in 1971. Investment acc.ivity by

the Postal Ministry (including tele-communications) and by the Radio and

Television Ministry took in 1971 another 2.5 MD., In the system of na-

tional accounts these ministries are treated like enterprises and for

this reason government capital outflows for their investments are con-

sidered capital subsidies.
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4.83 Total capital transfers from the general government to en-

terprises have become very important, from 1968 onwards. In that year

government savings were very low and in order to fill the gap the central

government had recourse to foreign financial credits: a medium-term

Euro-dollar credit of 7.8 MD in 1968 and short-term credits with foreign

banks of 4.4 MD in 1968 and 2.2 MD in 1969. These transactions can be

compared to what was done by the STB in 1967 because in both cases for-

eign funds were used to help out deficit enterprises. Ample fiscal re-

turns in later years permitted a complete repayment of the government's

foreign financial loans.
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Footnotes

lSince then, the Ministry of Plan has further improved its estimate
of the GDP. The improvements consist, first, of new estimates of all
sectors of ;ross domestic product for the years 1968 to 1971, published
in the statistical annex to the Four-Year Plan, 1973-1976, and secondly,
of new estimates of value added in agriculture for the whole period 1962-
1971, so far available only on an informal basis. The new information
has not been incorporated, first, because it became available only after
the present study was already substantially finished, and secondly, be-
cause the methods of estimating the revised figures for the years from
1968 on differ from the older methods sufficiently to raise some doubts
about their comparability.

Raymond F. Mikesell and James E. Zinser, "The Nature of the Savings
Function in Developing Countries: A Survey of the Theoretical and Empiri-
cal Literature" in JournaZ of' conomic Literature, Vol. XI, no. 1 (March,
1973), p. 1

3 Household savings depend on what types of capital outlays are at-
tributed to them; see section 3E.

4
In Tunisia, preparing a medium-term plan demands a colossal effort

from numerous officials and committees. Even so, no complete and phased
list of government investments existed until the second four-year plan
and the economic justification of some of the major investments was ques-
tionable. Just the same, up-dating such a plan is simply too heavy a
task. Hence, the list of projects and the macro-economic projections
contained in the plan soon lose their validity.

Overall invesg ent allocation requires at least some sort of medium-
term projection whiLcWshould not be too detailed in order that up-dating
remains feasible. A rolling plan would seem the best solution.

5 There were 255,000 foreigners in Tunisia in 1956, 175,000 in 1962
and only 66,700 in 1966.

J. Poncet, "L'Economie Tunisienne depuis l'Indspendence" in Les
Economies kMgqhr b1ennes , Paris, 1971, p. 90.

7Republique Tunisienne, Ministere du Plan: Retrospectives Dscen-
nales , 1962-1971, Tunis, 1972, p . 22.

8Poncet, op. cit., p. 91.

9 Paolo Mottura, Systeme Bancaire de la §Punisie 19.56-L.97O, Milan,
p. 9.

'Before the devaluation of September 1964, 1 D = $2.38, thereaf ter
$1.90.
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111
Sadok Baliroun, L'Experience Tunisienne en matibre de Planification.

1 2 Retrospectives Decennales, op. cit., p. 5.

1 3Ibid., p. 9.

14Republique Tunisienne, Secretariat d'Etat au Plan et aux Finances:
Plan Triennal, 1962-1964, Annde 1962, p. 132.

15Republique Tunisienne, Secretariat d'Etat au Plan et ) l'Economie
Nationale: Rapport d'Execution du Plan Triennal, pp. 217, 234.

1 6 Private supplier credits were higher than foreseen in the years
1964 and 1965 because no French official loans were available after
Tunisia nationalized all land held by foreigners in May 1964.

17 Evangelos A. Calamitsis, "Stabilization Problems and Policies in
Tunisia," Finance and Development, no. 3, 1970, p. 44. Italics supplied.

18We remind the reader that the figures refer to investment in cur-
rent prices. During this period, however, investment goods prices did
not rise much.

1 9 Defined as short-term foreign assets less short-term liabilities.

2 0 In fact, only one state bank is involved.

21All of these foreign credits have since been repaid.

2 2 Republique Tunisienne, Ministere du Plan: Statistiques des
operations avec l'Extirieur au cours de la Dscennie, 1962-1971, 1973
(document interne), tableau 8.4.

2 3 Technical assistance is an expenditure item on the current account
of the balance of payments and an offsetting income item on the capital
account.

2 4 _-- --- -4 This example is also given by Sadok Bahroun in a debate n the

Tunisian planning experience. See: Cahiers du Centre des Recherches et
d'Etudes Administratives: Le D~veloppement Economnique Tunisien, E.N.A. ,
p. 53.

2 J. G. Kleve, "The Control of Annual Plans: the Experience of
Tunisia," in .The Journal of Modern African Studies, Vol. 5, no . 2, p . 306 .

6 See Moncef Ben Slama, "Analyse des earts entre les Realisations
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du Plan et les Previsions du Budget Economique durant la Pdriode, 1965-
1968," in Revue Tunisienne des Sciences Sociales, March 1971, Table 5,
pp. 40, 41.

27It has already been pointed out that the level of imports in 1968

was abnormally low and probably has led to reduced stocks of import goods.

28Although most of our detailed analysis stops with 1971, the pre-
liminary data! for 1972 and the indications for 1973 suggest that the con-
clusions derived from developments during 1971 can be extrapolated at
least through 1973.

The dnly exception is the renewed price rise. It is likely chat
this is at least in part an international rather than a purely domestic
phenomenon.

3In current prices.

31 The distinction between the two functions of the Central Planning
Agency (advising and implementation) has been taken frotn Albert Waterston,
Development Planning, Lessons of iperienc, Baltimore, 1965, pp. 419-429.

32E.
Raymond ;F. Mikesell and James E. Zinser, op. cit., p. 6.

33
Including both ,Cetral Bank and commercial banks. The latter do

include the industrial investment bank, the SNI, which figures in present-
day Central Bank statistics among the group of independent financial
institutions.

34
Rdpublique Tunisienne: Secretariat d'Etat au Plan et a i'Economie

Nationale, Rapport d'Execution du Plan pour Z'Annie 1366.

35
See paragraphs 4.39 and 4.41.

It does not matter whether wheat is commercially bought, received
as a gift or obtained under PL 480 conditions. In the last two cases,
the countervalue in world market prices is passed on to the government
(where it is an important source for financing its capital budget (Title Ii)
and the ONC keeps the price differential just as in the case of commercial
imports). See for details Thomas E. Davis, "Progress and Policies in the

Tunisian Agricultural Sector, 1962-1971," mimneo. 1974.

I7 n our analysis CNSS is treated as part of the general governmien;.

3 Stephen R. Lewis, ?akistan, Indust2 :'alton; and Trazd ?c sl: s,
London, 1970, p. 147.
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These are averages between two years; this method is used in cases
with strong yearly changes in order to bring out trends.

4 0 IBRD, La Croissance Economique et l'EZasticits de l'Impot: Z'Exps-
rience de la Tunisie, Washington, 1969. This result is confirmed by the
(slightly more detailed) analysis of Andr6 Kipfer for his doctoral thesis
at the University of Zurich.

4 1 H. Durand, Rapport sur une Mzssion de Cooperation Technique, Geneve
1971 (Rapport non-publi6 du Programme des Nations Unies pour le D6velop-
pement), p. 62.

4 2 R6publique Tunisienne, Ministere du Plan: Finances Publiques 1960-
1970 (internal document of the Ministere du Plan), table 29.

4 3 H. Durand, op. cit., p. 54.

4 4 Albert Waterston, Development Planning: Lessons of Experience,
Baltimore, 1965, p. 224.

45Excluding repayments of long-term government bonds (bons d'equip-
ment).

4 6 The words 'public' and 'private' refer to the origin of the loan,
the lender, and not to the borrower. Thus the central government utilized
a small number of private supplier credits.

47 R6publique Tunisienne, Ministere du Plan: Retrospectives Dscen-
nales 1962-1971, pp. 63, 64.

S. F. Postma, Rapport sur l'Irrigation en Tunisie, Tunis, 1973
(internal document of the Plan Ministry), p. 11. (Translation supplied.)

49 IBRD, State-Owned Enterprises in Tunisia, Washington D.C., 1969
(not published), p. 11. Frequent suggestions are found in the literature
that foreign donors have, for better or for worse, a great influence on
project selection. This is not the case in Tunisia, and probably not
elsewhere where the government can choose among a large number of donors.
In Zaire, the Lngo dam was built against the advice of foreigners, as
was the steel plant. It would not be surprising to learn elsewhere that
the influence of foreign donors was more of a legend than a fact. (W. F.
Stolper)

5 Raymond F. Mikesell and James E. Zinser, op. ceit., p. 12.

51 See Introduction for sources. Real growth rates, cited here, dif-
fer from the ones in Stolper' s paper, also because they are calculated on
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a trend basis. It is thought that the readers might find it useful to
have both calculations.

It should be added, however, that the use of ceilings on individual
transactions is characteristic of a French-type monetary system.

53Paolo.Mottura, Systerne bancaire, op. cit., pp. 166 and 179.

54 BcT, Rapport Annue Z 1972, p. 110.

Andrey Kidel, Some Simple Aggregative AMultiptiers in the Case oj'
Tunisia (internal IMF paper, 1972).

5 6 Wolfgang F. Stolper, Planning without Facts, Cambridge, Mass. ,
1966, pp. 222-226.

5 7 The term "long-term credit" is used to include medium-term credits.

5 8 Wayne W. Snyder, Managing Money and Credit in a Deve loping Countr,
CRED Reprints (New Sepies), no. 25, p. 10.

59 The effect o~f protection on prices is discussed by R. J. Blake,

op. cit.

6 0Ministry of Finance, Bulletin Ministriel, Monnaie et Credit,
Decembre 1972, p. 5. Obviously, the interest rate structure would have
to be changed.



TFable i

Investment and Savings Ratios

Gross domestic prodtct
at market prices

Public and household consumption
Gross domestic savings
Net factcor paymnents

from abroad
Net transfers

from abroad
Gross national savings
of which:
General government
Non-financial enterprises
Central aant
Commercia. banks
Households
Qrent deficit of

balance of payments
Gross investments
of which:

Gross fixed investments
Changes in inventories

355,1
326,8

28:3

-1)7

4)0

4,19
16,1

8,2

327 7

68,5
.5 ,2

1962j 1963 1964 L165 ___ 16

369,3!1442 ,9 469 ,7 !5 $C,6 577,
321,4 3K4 ,1)420,6 46 8, i.1'474> 9_j

-4,2 6 8,0- Al.,/ - ,

-4,3~ -0o,7g-, 1j I-

47,0 50 ,5, 4 ,9 502 7i 4'd-

36,31 8 3 12,5E21

4,7 4,3' 12,2 0,3 ci,4 14h
41,4 45,8;56,4 80u, ~70, 3

88,4:"96 ,3 9903 ;L0>13,8.3u

76,Ef 86 ,7r:104,0 ;30 t- 12C:,4 127,1
12,1 9,b -4,7 uo3: A%,4

Gross national product 35 t554 , 46210 6,L=-

Deprectiation 2,6 5,0;; 6 ,6 9,0~ 10,1 ,6 24,1

National income in market prices 350,6 360 ,11.429 ,6 452 , 7 106 , 2 525, 8 2

Ratio of gross investment~
to GDP 17 ,80 23, 99 21 , 7 21,1~ 24.97° 24 ,4° 23 , 7 :

Ratio of gross fixed
investment to GDP 19,3 20.$7i 19 ,6 22,1~ 24,6 22

2Ratio 

of domestic savings
to GDP 8,0 13,2? 13,1: X0,5: 11 &4 4 ,

Ratio of national savings
to GNP 8,7 12,9;t16 93 ,7 ~~11

Share of local financing9in gross investments 48,3~ 53,2: 52 ,5' 43,2 38,4 52& 84

~54Share 
of foreign financing~

in gross investments5174, 47,55s86i6 1,r3,

Share of foreign financing 5174in7, o8 6,6 -i- i

gross fixed investments 47,7 54,3 5 2 ,8 54," b 6, .
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Tableau I

Taux d'Investissement et taux d'epargne

(Valour en millions
de Dinars)

1968 1969. 1970

618,7;669,2
502,6 555,8
116,1 113,4

-25,1 -23,9

5,9 4,1
96,9 93,6

2,61 25,6

.739,7
618,0
121,7

-20,4

5,2
106,5

23,6
50,1

0,4
3,0

29,4

49,2

155,7

1971~ 1972 1973 Hill9

854,511.014,0 1.029,7 1.
689,7 809,1 856 ,4
16428, 204 ,9 1 73,3

67, 0
0,1
4,0

23,2

I i

38,0

134,9

1128,7
6,2

i

42,9
0,3
4,4

20,4

50,2

143,8

-11,9

8,5
161,4

25,9
91,8

0,6
3,7

39 ,4

21,2

182,6

173,4
S9, 2

-10,5

5,5 5,5
199,9 168,3

37,2! 42,2

120,5? 88,0
0,6 0,6
3,4 3, 4

38,2! 34,1

40, 0 68,0

239,9 236,3

207,4 242,4
32,5 -6,1

-10,51

i

I-

i

__._

73 H2~

Produit interi eur bnrut
0o64,2 aux prix du march6
866,6 Consommation publique et priv6
197,6~ Epargne interi eure brute

Services facteurs nets
-10 ,5! provenant de 1 'exterieur

Tr ansferts courants nets
5,105 provenant de 1 'exterieur

192,6, Epargne Nationale brute
Dont :

42 ,2; Administrations
108 , 3  Entreprises non financieres

0,61 Entreprises financieres-B.C.T.
3104 Banques commnerci ales3801 Menages

381Deficit courant de la

58,0 balance des paiemnents

250It61

242,4
8,2

Formation brute de capital (F3C)
Dent: Formation brute de
capital fixe (F .B.C .F .)
Variation des stocks

140,0 146,2
3,8 9,5

- ---

593,.6

27,5

566,1

645,3

36,8

719,3

41,3

842,6

48,9

1.003,5 11.019,2
41,0 55,5

962,51 963,7

1.053,7

55,5

Produits National Brut

Arnortissements

608,5 678,0793, 998 ,2; Revenu National aux prix du Marche
I-

I21,8%
20,.8

18,8

116,3
71,8

28,2

29,5

T

21,5°

20,9

17,0

14,5

65,1

34,9

35,9

21,1°

19,8

16,5

14,8

68,4

31,6

33,7

21,4%

20,3

19,3

19, 2

88,4

11,6

12,2

23, 70%

20,5

20,2

19,3;

22 ,9%

23,5

16-,8

16,5

23 5

22 ,8

18,6

18,3

76,9

23,1

23,9

Taux de la F.B.C.
par rapport au P.I.B.

Taux de la F.B.C.F.
par rapport au P.I.B.

Taux d' epargne inter.
par rapport au P.I. B.

Taux d'6epargne nationale
par rapport au (PNB)

Taux de oeuv. de la F.B.C.
par 1'6epargne national

Taux de f inanc. ext eri eur
de la F.B.C.

Taux de f inancem . ext eri eur
de la F.B.C .F .

83,3

16,7

71,2

28,8

n

1915 28,1
-

-
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Table 2

Resources and Uses in Current Prices

1961 1962 1963 1964 1905
Gross domestic product in

market prices

Imports

355,1 369 ,3

10 8,2 110,8

442,9

115 ,0

469,7

135,1

530,0

168.$l

557,1

168,E

573,:.

Total resources and uses 463,3 480,1 557,9 604 ,8 698,1 725 , 7497

Household consumption 265,3 258,6 319,9 350,0 389,0 382,E 3 )1)3

Public consumnption 61,5 62,8 65,0 70,6 79,1 917

Gross fixed investments 68,5 76,3 86,7 104,0 130,6 128,4 127,

Changes in inventories -5,2 12,1 9,6 -4,V7 033 7,4 5, 9

Exports 73,2 70,3 76,7 84,9 99,1 115,0 123,9)

Table 3

Gross fixed Investments by Agents

(in current pri ces )

1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967

General govemnment 27,7 34,6 37,4 41,6 47,4 48,5 46,.1

Households 5,2 7,2 7,5 7,9 7,7 7,5 10,7

Enterprises 35,6 34,5 41,8 54,5 75,5 72)4 70,4
of which:

Public corporation ( 1 5,2)v( 1 9,0( 2 6 S(74' ;43(55)(

Private enterprises ( 8,0) (10,3) ( 9,6})(13,7 (5,(16>9 (22,8

Non-identified (12,4)( 5,2) ( S04)( 3,4) - - -

Total 68,5 76,3 86,7 104 ,G 133,6 1.,4 127,.
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Tableau 2

Ressources et emplois aux prix courants

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 H1 1973 H2
Produits interieur brut

618,7 669,2 739,7 854,5 1.014,0 1.029,7 1.064,2 aux prix du march6

152,3 180,3 200,2 230,2 307,0 335,0 336,0 Emportation

771,0 849,5 939,9 1.084,7 1,321,0 1.364,7 1.400,2 Total des ressources
et emplois

389,5 434,4 482,8 546,9 647,8 682,1 692,3 Consommation privde

113,1 121,4 135,2 142,8 161,3 174,3 174,3 Consommation publique

128,7 140,0 146,2 173,4 207,4 242,4 242,4 Formation brute de capital

6,2 3,8 9,5 9,2 32,5 -6,1 8,2 Variation des stocks fixc

133,5 149,9 166,2 212,4 272,0 272,0 283,0 Exportation

Tableau 3

Repartition de la formation brute de capital fixe par agent

(aux prix courants) MD

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 Hi 1973 H2

48,1 51,2 39,6 40,4 51,6 52,5 52,5 Administration

12,1 15,5 17,3 16,9 20,2 20,8 20,8 Menages

68,5 73,3 89,3 116,1 135,6 169,1 169,1 Entreprises
Dont :

(37,7)(43,6)(55,6)(72,2) (76,3) (94,7) (94,7) Publiques

(30,8) (29,7) (33,7) (43,9) (59,3) (74,4) (74,4) Privdes identifies

- - - - - - - Privees non-identifies

128,7 140,0 146,2 173.,4 207,4 242,4 242,4 F.B.C.F. Total
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Table 4

Bal.ance of Payments ____

1961 1962 1963 1964 19.
Export of goods & non-factor serv. :

Goods
Services

Total

46,3 48,7
26,9 ?2
73,2 70, 3

53,0
23,7
76,7

57,7

84,9

634
35 7
99,1

74,2

115,0

78,9

120,9

Import of goods & non-factor
Goods
Services

Total

Balance of goods and
non-factor services

Factor services:
Receipts

-PaymentsS
Balance

er.
86,7 87,9 89,3 106,0 122,5
21,5 22L 25,7 2 9 4 t

108,2 110,8 115,0 135 ,1 168,.

14 it')

2.6t y s ILY&

-35,0 -40,5 -38,3 -50,2 -69,0 -53,0 -55,2

4,7 3,8 3,5 3,4 4,56 8 050 , 1 ,4 18 2' .'

-1,7 -4,2 -6,7 -8,0 -1I3,2' -14) 7 -19 ,6
Transfers from abroad:

Receipts
-Payments

Balance

Total current receipts.
-Total current expendtu~res 3

Current Balance

Long-term gross. capital iz1w
Aid3
Equity investmenty°'
Special drawing rigIt~
Public loaf~s
Private loans

Total

Loan repayments

5,6 5,9 3,4

l 64,0 3,3 -0,8

3,2 3,9

I,8 2,U

91,5 107,5
117,9 188,2
-56 ,4 -80307

1342~, 3

-64,4 -70,3

83,5

-32,7

80,0 83,8
121,4 129,6
-41,4 -45,8

17,2 8,3 16,5 9,8 13, 6 1 0,x.
2,0 4,5 2,8 3,5 9,0 4,S 9,6

2,2 14,6 14,8 28,0 42)6 25c{ 41,8

23,1 28,3 45,2 52,2 91,1 67,3 85,8

-1,1 -1,3 -4,5 -8,7 --13,1 -14,5 -2 2,2

Net long-term gross capital inflow
Net short--term pr iv .- cap balance

Total net capital inflow

Current def idit

Change in foreign exch . reserves:
Central banik
Commercial banks

Total

22,0 27,0
2,7 3,7

24,7 30,7

40,7 43 ,5

46,4
76,; 5J? 3,

32,7 41,4 45,8 56,4 8017 ;4 ,4 70,3

-5,4 -9,4
-2)_6_-1,

-8,0 -10,7

-12,0 -7 ,1
_2 ,7 -2,9

-14,7 -10,0

-4, :

-7,o 6 :-
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Tableau 4

Balance des paiements M

1968 1969 1970 1971 31972 1973 Hi 1973 H2

83,1 89 ,2 98,8 117,2 156 ,0
50, 60,7 67.. 95,2 11610

133,5 149,9 166,2 212,4 272,0

114,4 136,2 154,5 176,0 240,0
3719 44,1 .4527 5422 67,

152,3 180,3 200,2 230,2 307,0

138,0
134,0
272,0

258,0
77,0

335,0

149 ,0
13420
283,0

259 ,0

336 ,0

Exportation
Biens
Services non-f acteurs

Total

Importations :
Biens
Services non-f acteurs
Total

Solde de Biens et Services
-53,0 non-f acteurs-18,8 -30,4 -34,0 -17,8 -35,0 -63,0

8,6 13,5 19,0 30,5 35,0
33,7 37,z4 3924 42, 45,5

-25,1 -23,9 -20,4 -11,9 -10,5

7,3 6,2 7,5 10,4

5,9 4,1 5,2 8,5.

6,0
0,5
5 ,5

149,4 169,6 192,6 253,3 313,0
18724 219,8 2418274,5 353,0
-38,0 -50,2 -49,2 -21,2 -40,0

15,1 22,7 22,4 18,4 21,3
10,7 10,5 10,2 12,5 26,0

- - 3,1 2,0 2,7
29,7 35,1 31,9 44,9 48,0
2218 18,0 1441. 20,1 15,0
78;3 86,3 86,7 97,9 113,0

38,5
49 ,0

-- 10 ,5

6,0
0,5
5,5

316,5
384,5
-68,0

21,5
26,0

52,0
16,5

116 ,0

38,5

-10,5

6,0
0,5
5,5

327,5
385,5
-58,0

21,5

26 ,0

52,0

11610

Services Facteurs
Recettes

-Depenses
Total

Transferts courants :
Recettes

-Depenses
Soide de transferts courants

Recettes courantes totales
-Depenses courantes totales

Deficit courant

Bruts de capitaux
Dons en capital
Participations strange
D.T.S.
Credits publics
Credits prive

Apports Bruts de capitaux

-25,4 -26,7 -25,7 -25,5 -33,0 --30,0 -30,0 Reniboursernent de la dette exteerieur

52,9 59,6 61,0 72,4 80,0
-6,0 -1,7 -1,1 -3,5 -

46,9 57,9 59,9 68,9 80,0

38,0 50,2 49,2 21,2 40,0

4,7 0,5 10,5 48,5 39,0
422 72Q 0, -0,8 1,0
8,9 7,7 10,7 47,7 40,0

86,0 866,0

86,0 86 ,0

Apports nets de capitaux a moyen
Capitauxc prives a short terme

Apports de capitaux nets

68,0 58,0 Deficit courants

18,0

18,0

28,0

28,0

Augmentation de la reserve
Banque Centrale
Banques; Ccomer eiales

Total
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Table 5

Capital Account of General Government

1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 19~6 7
Resources

Savings

Sale of land

Aid

Transfers from enterprises

Local loans

Foreign loans

Increase in treasury
deposits

Increase in indebtedness
t Central Bank

Repaymeont of advances
to enterprises

Total resources

Uses

Capital subsidies
to enterprises

Capital subsidies
to households

Transfers for war dama.ge

Gross fixed investments,

Advances

Repayment of
foreign loans

Repayment of
local loans

Purchase of land

Increase in
bank deposits

Change in short-term
liabilities and assets

Total uses

4.894 4,905

92 10

15.077 11.686

1.289 1.155

3.625 5.029

- 9.859

6.673

470

15.929

945

11.636

11.940

15.107

155

12 .027

677

6.782

11.229

19.,949

126

11.%o0

1.205

4.723

23. 455

23 .70i

3..15

3.135

253.413

14. 744

i44

47.871

$.7X71 10.179 4.249 2.,193 8149 353-.

5.300 9.800 15.984 1.504 4.393 6.3364 - . 5 .57

39.,048 52.743

596

68.122 49.674 73.957 73. c2

921

ic,.51

S-.955 5.39 7 12.223 7.305 14.544 13.314 13.943

191 167 197 1 7 247 300 399

70 8

1.567

561

34.560

1 .670

2.437

37 .362

415

742

41.568

4 .393

682

47.413

1.069

20V 2

48.500

2.597

209

4b 078

3.503

4.911 3.175 1.341 2.118 2.624 2.396 9.013

500 1.044 2.783 3.816 533 J

291 247 2.468

1.700 2.000 300

4.566 3.922 8.596

39.048 48.821 69.122

193 224 :77

1.800 3.300 D- GO, 2.5S00

-12.458 3.321

49.674 73.957 73

-79

70.:151
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Tableau 5

Compte de capital des administrations 1.000 D

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973
_

2.649

140

13.808

832

6.557

36.657

25.619

331

19.410

2.969

5.130

25.537

23.591

1.407

20.701

1.055

5.294

30.750

25,901

439

17.881

1.821

16.347

33.874

3

2

1

4

Ressources

7.202 42.187 Epargne

924 1.344 Vente de terrain et
viens d'occasion

1.605 20.967 Aide pour le developpement

1.893 2.202 Transfert provenant des
entreprises

9.376 18.800 Emprunt interieur

X1.918 41.282 Emprunt exterieur

7.400 6.600 Augmentation des dep6ts
au tresor18.733 7.133 14.720 -4.200

-691 4.820 -3.685 -5.916 -23.725 -3.900 Recours a la B.C.T.

Remboursement des prets

Total Ressources

2.674 2.212

81.359 93.161

2.381

96.214

2.900

89.047

3.300 3.600

109.893 133.082

19.179 22.378 18.664 16

400 400 342

210

48.060

3.397

32

51.156

2.297

3

39.620

6.747

40

12

9.089 9.145 12.810 12

2.016 2.407 4.049 12

Emplois

.018 22.702 46.041 Subvention d'6quipement
aux entreprises

475 717 929 Subvention d'6quipement aux
menages (primes a la construct)

- 100 100 Dommage de guerre

.393 51.642 52.540 F.B.C.F.

.798 13.100 11.600 Prets et avances

.045 19.824 14.803 Remboursement Emprunt
extericurs

.630 9.428 10.154 Remboursement Emprunt
interieurs

668 830 1.689 Achat de terrains

-200 2.400 3.600 Augmentation des dipots aux

banques et au tresor

.780 -10.850 -8.374 Diminution sommes i payer,
augmentation sommes a recevoir

.047 109.893 133.082 Total Emplois

64 256 18

2.100 2.800 6.000

-3.156

81.359

2.290

93.161

7.961 -5

96.214 89
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Table o
Detailed Capital Account of General Government - 'Raceii ts ci d r:! cu

1961 1962
Receipts - Origin

General government:
Savings 4,

Households:
Sale of land 01

Abroad:
Aid 15,1

Enterprises:Tr n f s12

Local loans:
Commercial banks 1, 8
Households 0,8
Enterprises 1,0
General government.;

Total 3
Abroad:

Foreign loans
Treasury deposits, of vw ±4h

Postal savings system . ho eho~Lds 1,0
Postal payment sys temn - households
Postal payment system -ute prse -

Postal payment system com'. banks
Social security system 1,7
Post, telegraph, toepbcm.
Enterprises in ace.b-.4s 0 ,3
Other enterprises58

Total.. 8, 8

Indebtedness to Cent,, ;., .
Repayment of long-term :-treas. bcids :

General government-

4$9

1127

1,2

1,2
oa,4
3,4

510

0,6
0,2
0,2

1,6
0311
0,3
7 ,2

1022

9_,8

1963 1964 L90 5 19bo

67 ~y15 10199 "3

.& J .z2

11(

1 ,4

477

'4,L

J 1

I.42± 11,2 23,5 25,

0,4
0,1

G,1

40,2

16)1

0 ,5

0

1,4
0,3

-0i,1

0,6

0,2
4,2

-

4 4

0),3

02

2,5
0 ,o

6,4

-0

0,4

-3,o

Repayment of advances :
Households
Enterprises

Total

TOTAL ECE1PS 39~1 52,8

0,6

68,4 49(3709: ___

Co:. : .
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Tableau 6

Campte de capital detai11e des Administrations - ressources et empLois MD
1968 1969 1970

2 ,6 25kL6

O9A 0932

13,8 19,4

134

1971 1972 1973

259 37,2 42,2

PA 0,9 123

17,9 21,6 21 ,0

_0,8 320 1 ,1

1,8
4,7

2,1

3,0

3,9

1,4

5,3

1,0

9,3
6,0

16,3

9,6

5,8
4,0

12,0

5,6
1,2

36,7 25,5 30 ,8 33,9 41,9 41,3

0,6
1,4
1,4
0,4
4,6
0,8
7,6

1,9L

0,7
-0,6
-0,6

0,4
0,7
1,3
3,9
1,3
7,1

0,7
0,3
0,4

-0,3 7
3,4
2,3
6,5

1,8.

Ressources: Agent d'origine

Administrations
Epargne

Menages
Vente des terrains

Exterieur:
Aide developpement

Entreprises:
Transferts entreprises

Emprunts interieurs:
Banque coamierc iates
Me~nages
Entreprises
Administrations

Total
Emprunts exterieurs

Exte~rieur
Depots au tresor

CNB - menages
CCP - Menages
CCP - entreprises
CCP' - banques cormerciales
Securite sociale
P.T.T.
Entreprises N-bis
Autres entreprises

Total

Recours B .C .T .

Remnboursement bons d' equipenent
S.N.S.S.

Remboursenent prets
Menages
Entreprises

Total

TOTAL RESSOURCES

2,0

0 ,1
-0,4
2,7

-6 ,5

1,5
0,7
0,8

2,4
2,0

724

-23, 7

1,5
0,7
0,8

3,6

1,2

2,4

2,4

-__0 92 0,9

1,2 1,4

93,

1,9
0,2

96,0

2,0

89 ,0

2,4

109 ,9 133,1

(suite)
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Table 6 (const'd.)

1961 1962 1963 1964 196b5 1%o 2X~
Expenditures: Destination

Capital subsidies:
Commer cial banks
Enterprises

Total

Capital subsidies - households

War damage payments - househo 4a

Gross fixed investment -
General government

Advances :
Households
Enterprises

Total

Long-term treasury bonds -

General goverment

Repayment foreign loans - abroad

Repayment long-term treas. baT~sk
Commercial banks
Social secuarity system
Enterpris

Total

Repayment other local loans :
Households
Enterprises
Commercial banks

Total

Purchase of land - households: fit

Deposits of social security system:
Commercial banks
Treasury - CNSS

- CNR
Total

Non-identified transfers -
Enterprises

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

1,0

6,0

0,2

0,8

1,0
4

5 ,4

0 ,2

0,6

1,2

12,2

0,2

2,4

0,7

7,3

0,2

0,27

12

1,L.

I,2

1

Uly 7

0,6

13 3

(3,4

27,7 34,6 37,4 41,6 47,4 4;.

0,4

1,6

00,4

1,3
1,7

0,4

0,4

o0,4

4,4

2,1

11

1,1

Il7

2 ,c

: a t .

_ ,

.L. .

J _

4,9 3,2 1,3 2 3p i.,4 9 y0

0,3
0,2

0,5

0,3

0,5
112
1,7

0,5
0,5

1,0

0,2

0,4
0,1

2,0

0,5
2,3

2,8

2,5

0,.5

0,3

8,9

0,5
3,3

3,8

0,2

0,4

1,8

-12,5

4 9.,

0,3
0,

0,5

1,2
3,4
1,7
3,3

3,4

73,9

o y .3

0,6

2 y5

30

0,2

1,0
U 2

2,r

-4,6 3,9

39,1 52,

3 ,4 -

1~ 78
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Tableau 6 (suite)

1968 1969 1970" 1971 1972 1973
Ezp Lois :Destination

Subvention d' equipetnent
2,8 1,2 0,8 2,0 3,1 3,4 Banques Commnerciales

,_621,2 17,9 14,0 19%26 42, Entreprises
19:,2 22,4 18,7 16,0 22,7 46,0 Total

0,4 014- 0,3 0,5 0,7 0,9 Primes a Ia construction - menages

0,2 - - 0,11 0,1 Doirmiage de guerre - menages

F.B.C.F.-
48,1 51,2 39,6 40,4 51,6 52,5 Administration

Prets et avances
2,2 2,3 2,2 2,9 3,4 5,3 Menages

1, __ 4,5 jj 5,7 5,1 Entreprises
3,4 2,3 6,7 6,8 9,1 10,4 Total

Bons d' equipeanen t
-- 6,0 4,0 1,2 Administration~

9,1 9,1 12,8 12,0 19,8 14,8 Remboursement des prets exterieur

Remboursement bons c'equipement
-- - 2,7 3,3 3,6 Banques commrerciales

- - - 0,9 0,9 1,2 Securite sociale
1, 2 ~]~ 2 3,0 Entreprises

-_-__ 5, 3 66 ,18 Total

Remboursement autres press enterieurs
0,7 0,7 0,6 0,6 0,6 0,6 Menages
1,3 1,7 2,9 5,9 0,8 0,4 Entreprises

-___ 0,5 Q8 14 1,4 Banques coimnerciales
2,0 2,4 4,0 7,3 2,8 2,4 Total

0,1 0,3 - 0,7 0,8 1,7 Achat terrains - menages

Depots GNSS et CNR
-2,5 2,1 2,6 0,2 - - Banques commerciales - CNSS

3,0 0,6 0,2 -1,9 - - Tresor - CNSS
1,6 0311 3,2 1,5 2j14 3,6 - CNR
2,1 2,8 6,0 -0,2 2,4 3,6 Total

Non-identifie Transferts
-3,4 2,1 7,9 -5,8 -10,7 -8,3 Entreprises

81.2 93.060 8~j90j19.9 133.1 TOTAL EM4PLOIS
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Table 7

Resources and Uses of the Banking System
1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965196b 196'

Resources

Central Bank:
Currency circulation
Sight deposits

Commercial banks:
Sight deposits
Time deposits
Special deposits
Bonds

Total monetary resources

Central Bank:
Special funds

Commercial banks:
Spec. funds - government
Spec. funds - foreign

Total special funds

Central Bank:
Savings

Commercial banks:
Savings

Total savings

Various resources:

TOTAL RESOURCES AND USES

Uses

Central Bank:
Net foreign exch. res.

Commercial banks:
Net foreign exch. res.

Total for. ex. res.

Central Bank:
Government indebtedness

Commercial banks:
Government indebtedness

Total indebtedness

Central Bank:
Private loans

Commercial banks:
Private loans

Total private loans

TOTAL RESOURCES AND USES
*

Central Bank of which
Special drawing rights

36,9 41,4 37,4

0,5 0,5 0,,5

58,8
50,8 58,1 4,4

3,7

44,2 44,8 47,4 55,4 57,4
- -- - 0J1

78,2 77,2
8,1 11,6
3,9 5,2
0,9 1,1

35,3 139,9

76,1 (1,1

20,9 27,5
4,5 5,2

1,5 2,8
150,4 172,0

7 ,8

,9
180,7

0,-8 0,8
89,0 100,8 105,8 1

3,0 6,0 6,0 6,0 7,8 6,5 2,6 0,2

4,9
3,1

11,0

5,9

15,4

6,9
51,6

18,5

8,1
6,3

20,4

8,8

9,0
25,6

10,0
9,8

26,3

11,6
10,7
24,8

12,2

11,2
23,6

0,7 1,5 1,9 2,2 2,4 2,5 2,8 2,7

3,8 4,4 5,1 6,0 8, 10,9 13,0 16,3
4,5 5,9 7,0 8,2 11,3 13,4 15,8 19,0

20,9

125,4

13,0

135,1

10,5 9,1 10,4 13,4 18,9 17,7

141,8 173,0 187,2 203,5 231,5 2410

36,5 31,1 21,7 9,7 2,6 3,6 -2,1 0,9

4,0
40,5

1,4 0 -2,6 -5,5 -10,3 -12,2 -21,6
32,5 21,8 7,1 -2,9 -6,7 -14,3 -20,7

2,8 8,1 17,9 34,0 35,4 39,8 4o,2 44,6

10,2 123,0 13 ,2

13,0 20,1 31,1

11,8 17,5 12,5

24,8 25,8 27,7 26,5 26
58,8 61,2 67,5 72,7 71,2

9,8 20,7 17,9 22,9 21,8

60,1 65,0 76,4 97,3 108,2 124,8 150,2 168,7
71,9 82,5 88,9 107,1 128,9 142,7 173,1 190,5

125,4 135,1 141,8 173,0 187,2 203,5 231,5 241,0
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.T

Tableau 7

Ressou.rces et em lois du s stetne barncaire M

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 Hi 1973 H-2

62,0 64,5
0,4 -

67,3
0,2

80,3 89,2
0,2 0,2

95,4
29,4

9,1
3 ,9

200 ,2

109 ,5
33,0

6,0

216 ,6

121,7 159,1~
39,2 38s2)'241

6,6 8,410,
3,4 3,1 3,1

238,4 289,3 332,5

96,2
0,2

269,8

3,1
369,3

0,8

25,5
36,v8

63,1

5,3

Res sources

Banque Centrale
9913 Masse fiduciaire hors banque

012 Depots a vue
Banques commerciales

Ddp ot s a vue
276,7~ Depots a terme

Depots effecte
3),1 Obligations

379,3 Total ressources morietaires

Banque Centrale:
0,8 Ressources speciales

Banques cornerciales
2515 Res sources speciales Etat
36)18 Ressources speciales exterieur
63,1 Total ressoubrces speciales

Banque Centrale:
5,3 Fonds propres

Banques connerciales
3822 Fonds propres

43$5 Total fonds propres

1,6 4,3 5,6 0,8

15,0

30 ,7

1 6 ,2
17,8
38,3

17,0
21,6
44,2

19,0

44,4

0,8

22,1

53,0

2,8 3,1 3,5 4,1 4,7

20A324sL 272 7 21,4 34 8 383,2

23,1 27,8 31,2 35,5 39,5 43,5

23,1 21,1 12,0 31,2 30,6

277,1 303,8 334,8 400,4.455L6
25 ,3 21,3

511,2

Autres ressources :

TOTAL RESSOURCES ET EM{PLOIS

5,6 6,1 16,6 65,1 104,1 122,1

17 4-102 --1009-.10,8 --9,8 -9,8

-11,8 -4,1 6,6 54,3 94,3 112,3

43,9 48,7 45,0 39,1 15,4 11,5

2I710 29s5 3212 29,8 34,7 41,7
70.9 78,2 77,2 68,9 50,1 53,2

27 Z-2,2 30,9 12,6 12,6 12,16
1902.8 200,5 220,1 264,6 298,6 323,1

218,0 229,7 251,0 277,2 311,2 335,7

27731 30318~ 334,8 400, 4 455,6 501,2

Emplois

Banque Centrale:
132,1 Reserve nette

Banques cormerciales
-9,8 Reserve nette

122,3 Total reserve

Banque Centrale
11,5 Creances sur l' et at

Banques comerciales
4127 Creances sur l'etat
53,2, Total creances

Banque Centrale
12,6 Creances sur sec teur prive

Barques cormerciales
323,1 Creances sur secteur prive
335;,7 Total creances

5111,2 TOTAL RESSOURCES ET EM{PL0IS

Dont Banques commerciales
D.T.S.- - 3,1 5,1 7 ,8 7, 787,8 7,8
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Table 8

Capital Account of the Central Bank's Resources and uses

Resources - Origin

Central Bank:
Savings

Abroad:
Special drawing rights

Commercial banks:
Deposits with Central Bank
Currency
Required reserves
Foreign exchange deposit
with Central Bank

Total

Households:
Currency circulation

Enterprises:
Currency circulation
Deposits
Special funds

Total

1961 1962 1963 1964 1065 1960 1967

0,3 -0,10,8 0,4 0,3 0,2 0,1

- - - -1,3 -0,7
- - - 0,1 -

- - - , 1,7

-0,2
0,1

-0,2

- - - -0-1 1,0 -0,3

3,0 -2,7 4,5 0,4 1,7 , 4

1,5

3,0

4,5

8,3

-1,3

-1,3

-3,6

2,3
-0,5

1,8

6,6

0,2

1,8

2,0

2,6

0,9 2,6

-1,3 -4,0

-0,4 -1,4

1,3 53

1,3

0,7
0,1

-2,3

-1,5

-0,6TOTAL RESOURCES

Uses - Destination

Abroad:
Changes in net reserves

Commercial banks:
Advances
Non-identified transfers

Total

General government:
Treasury's indebtedness

Households:
Discounts of housing loans

Enterprises:
Discounts
Shares
Short-term discounts

Total

-5,4 -9,4 -12,0 -7,1 1,0 -5,7 3,0

2,7

2,7

1,0

1,0 5,2

-2,6

-2,6

-1,3

-1,3

-0,4-

-0,4

-,9

-0,9

5,3 9,8 16,1 1,4 4,4 6,4 -1,6

0,7 2,5 -1,0 4,7 -0,2 -,5 -2,4

5,0

5,0

8,3

-8,0

0,5

-7,5

-3,6

-2,2

0,5

-1,7

6,6

1,8

4,4

6,2

2,6

,2 1,5
- -0,2

-3,8 4,2

-2,6 3,5

1,3 Z,3Q

1,3
0,1

-0,1

i,3

_- ,oTOTAL USES
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Tableau 8

Compte financier de la Banque Centrale : ressources et emplois
MD

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 H1 1973 H2

0,1 0,3 0,4 0,6 0,6 0,6 0,6

- - 3,1 2,0 2,7 - -

1,1 -0,1 -0,8 3,3 - - -
0,1 0,1 0,4 0,3 - - -
1,4 2,4 - 2,7 3,1 1,2 2,0

- - 0,2 -0,1 - - -

2,6 2,4 -0,2 6,2 3,1 1,2 2,0

3,1 1,7 1,8 8,7 6,0 4,7 6,7

1,5
0,3
1,4

3,2

9,0

0,8
-0,4

2,7

3,1

7,5

1,0
0,2
1,3

2,5

7,6

4,3

-4,8

-0,5

17,0

2,9 2,3 3,4

2,9 2,3 3,4

15,3 8,8 12,7

Ressources - Agent d'origine

B.C.T.

Epargne (fonds propres)

Exterieur
D.T.S.

Banques commerciales
D6p6ts a la B.C.T.
Caisse des Banques
Riserve obligatoire
Devises des intermsdiai-

res agrees

Total

Menages
Circulation fiduciaire

Entreprises
Circulation fiduciare
Ddp6ts
Ressources speciales

Total

RESSOURCES TOTAL

Emplois - Agent de destination

Exterieur
Variation reserve nette

Banques commerciales
Avances
Concours non-identifies

Total

Administrations
Con cours

Mienages
Rescompte emprunt logem

Entreprises
Roescompte
Titre
Pensions

4,7 0,5 10,5 48,5

-0,4

-0,4

1,3
-1,1

0,2

4,4
-5,3

-0,9

-5,5
-1,8

-7,3

39,0 18,0 28,0

- -5,3 -11,4

- -5,3 -11,4

-0,7 4,8 -3,7 -5,9 -23,7 -3,9 -3,9

-1,4 -0,9 -0,5 0,3

2,4

4,4

6,8

9,0

-0,6
0,1
3,4

7,5

1,4
0,3
0,5

2,2

7,6

-4,6

-14,0

-18,6

17,0 15,3 8,8 12,7

Total

EMPLOIS TOTAL
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Table 9

Capital Account of Com ercial Banks' Resources and xxirr

Resources - Origin

Commercial banks:
Savings

Central Bank:
Advances

Abroad:
Special funds

General government:
Repayment long-term Treas. Bonds
Other repayments
Special funds
Social security deposits

Total
Households:

Deposits
Savings accounts
Bonds

Total
Enterprises:

Sight and time deposits

TOTAL RESOURCES

Expenditures - Destination

Abroad:
Changes in net for. exch. reserve
Repayment special funds

Total
General Government :

Short-term Treasury Bonds
Long-term Treasury Bonds
Deposits in postal savings system

Total
Central Bank:

Deposits with Central Bank
Currency with commprcial banks
Required reserves
For. exch. deposits with

Central Bank
Other non-identified transfers

Total
Households:

Housing loans
Enterprises:

Loans
Equity investment
Other non-identitied transfers

Totali

TOTAL EXPENDITURJ1ES

1961 1962 1963 1964 196 s i;o.L967

,6 0,7

0L ./L2,1

0,9 2,9 2,0 2,1 3,3

,7 227 0,8 1,3 0,9

1,0

z,0

0,4

6,9

9,3

a.,o
0,4
1,4

3,2

3,4

5,2

12,8

1,2 0,7 1,2

0,5__ 0,4 1,2
1,6-. 5

3,5

4,8

1,5

-0,1
1,4

21,3

26,0

2,7

-90,2

0 ,7

10 ,3

-1,9

S1)9
-1,5

0,0

0,4

1,6

2,1

3,)

-2,6 -1,3

, -1,3

-2,7

- 7-:2,7

-2,9

- 9

-4,8
-4 y8

-4,8

-1,9
0,4

1,2 11,6

1L2 11,6

-9,4

03t,0 1,3 ~-,13

- 0;6 -0,1
1,0 1,9 -1,2

- - - - -1,3 -0,7 -0,2
- - - - 0,1 -7 0,

- - - - 1,1 1,7' -0,2

-2,7
-2,7

-5,2 2,6
2,?6

04 0,9
-1,2 1,4 026

-0,4 0,1 5,1 -2,4 0,6 1,4 3,1

5,3 11,3
7-9 -

13. 13

9,3 12,8

15,4
0,4
1,4

3.7 ,

2o ,0

11,4
1,9

i,3

15,1
0,9

13 ,
u

14,3

~1,1
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Tableau 9

Compte financier des Bangues cornerciales: ressources et empLois MfD

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 111 1973 H2 Ressources- Agent d'origine

40 4 4 3,0

- 1,3 4,4

3,3 4 ,^L ,

3,7 34 3,4 3,4 1A

-515 - -

4,1 _6,5 8 ,2 8,

2,8

3,8
2,0

24,7

1,2

_3a1

2,8
2,8

6,9

25,7

0,5

0,8

3,9

5,2
2,4

7,4

8,8

32,1

2,7
0,8
2,0
0,2
5,7

8,7
3,4

25,9

3,3 3,6 3,6
1,4 1,4 1,4
3,1 3,4 3,4

7,8 84 _8,

8,0 8,5

17,6 J11k5

8,5

13,5

16,7 18,3 23,2

52, 4,8 56,7

Banques comuerciale.":
Epargne (fonds propres)

Banque Centrale:
Avances de la B .C .T .

Exterieur:
Ressources speciales (brutes)

Administrations
Remb. bons d 'equipement
Autres remboursements
Ressources speciales
Depots securite sociale
Total

Menages
Depots
Comp toe pargne
Obligations
Total

Entreprises
Depots a vue et a ternie

RESSOURCES TOTAL

Empois- Agent de destination

Exterieur:
Augmentation reserve nette
Remb. ressources, speciales
Total

Administrations
Bons de tresor
Bonis d'equipement et autres
Depots au C.C.P.
Total

B.C.T.
Depots a la B.C.T.
Caisse des banques
Reserve ob ligatoire
Devises des interanediaires

agrees
Concours non-identif is
Total

Menages
Credits pour habitation

Entreprises
Crddits

4,2 7,2
0,4 0,8

0,4 0,4
0,4 21,5

1,1 --0,1
0,1 0,1
1,4 2,4

0,4 1,1
3,0i 3,5

0,2

1,0

0,5
3,4

-0,7

-0 ,8
0,4

-0,8

0,3

(1 ,o

0,1
1,1

3,3
0,3
2,7

1,0

1,0 1kSffL
1,5 -1,

3,3 -

6,3 12,0 12 ,0

_9 46 21% 2L0

3,1 1,2 2,0

0,2 -0,1

5,3
5,1 8,0 3, 6,' 13,4

1 ,7 1, 6 0,9 JLL 4 1,0 0,7 0,7

19,1
1,3

15,0

7,1
1,0
2,0

10,1

17,9
0,8
3,2

21,9

32,1

42,9
1,2

-8,2

35,9

45,7

33,0 23 ,0 23,0
- 0,8 0,8

3,3 5,3 5,3
36,3 29,1 29,1
52,0 49,8 56,7 EXPLOIS TOTAL
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Table 10

Capital and Financial Transactions with Abroadi: Rsotarc Z :nd

1962 1962 1963 1964 1505 1' 2J667Resources - Origin

Abroad:
Deficit current account

balance of payments
Central Bank:

Change in net foreign
exchange reserve

Commercial banks :
Change in net foreign

exchange reserve
Repayment special funds

Total
General government:

Loan repayments
Enterprises:

Loan repayments
TOTAL

LoanConmmercial banks
Loan general government

repayments Enterprises

Total loan repayments

Expenditures - Destination

Central Bank:
Special drawing rights

Commercial banks :
Special funds

General government:
Aid
Foreign loans

Total
Enterprises:

Aid
Equity investment
Foreign loans

Total
TOTAL

-5,4 -9,4 -12 5C -7,1 i,J _- = ffi9,

-2,6

-2 ,6

-1,3 -2,7 -2,

-2,7) - f9

-4)D~

nkL

: !

-1,~

L4

4,9% 3,2 1 ,3 1 ,l 2, ) 4 1
2-) ,

23,8

4 ,9

141

-1,9

3,2

1,3

3,

1 ,3

4,)5
2,7

1341

2,4

14 ,5

\j., 4'

2,2
_ _ _ y __

0,4 2,1 0,7/ j, j1,0 i. 1 2a

1541

15,1

241

62

10,3
25,8

15,1

17,2

0,4

6,6

11,7
9,9

-3,4
4,5
7,2

32,0

11,7

8,3

9,9

2,1

19,2

15 ,9

11,9

0,6
2,8
3,7

15 ,9
0,6

16,5

11,9
0,7
317

16 ,3

12,0
11,2
232

2,22
3,5

27,9
29 ,2
55,1

1.2,0

9,8

1.,2
2 ,7

.7,9
41,8

12,0

X3,5

1,2
9 ,0

4s,5

90,0

12, 0

13 ,2
23,5

0,8
=+3,5
o7, S

33-,.)

1-0,9

47 9

47 ,0J

--7

-- IJ

Aid
General government
Enterprises
Total aid

General government
Cormercial banks
Enterprises
Total foreign loans

Foreign
loans

5$ ,4
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Tableau 10

Compte de capital et financier de 1'exterieur - Ressources et emplois MD

1968 1969 1970 1971

38,0 50,2 49,2 21,2

4,7 0,5 10,5 48,5

1972 1973 Hl 1973 H2

39,0 18,0 28,0

Ressources - Agent d'origine

Exterieur:

Deficit balance
des paiements

B.C.T. :

Variation
reserve nette

Banques comwerciales:
Variation

reserve nette

Rembours. ressources spec.
Total

Administrations:

Remboursement emprunts
Entreprises:

Remb ours emen t

TOTAL

4,2

0,4
4,6

7,2

0,8
8,0

0,2

0,8
1,0

-0,8
1,1
0,3

1,0
1,0
2,0

1,5
1,5

1,5
1,5

9,1 9,1 12,8 12,0 19,8 14,8 14,8

72,3.

0,4

9,1
159
25,4

0,8
9,1

16,8
26,7

12,1
85,6

0,8
12,8
12,1
25,7

12,4
94,4

1,1
12,0

12,4
25,5

12,2
113,0

13,7
116,0

1,0 1,5
19,8 14,8
12,2 13,7
33,0 30,0

13,7
116,0

1,5
14,8

13,7
30,0

Bancues comrerciales
Administrations
Entreprises
Total remboursement

Rembourse-
ment

- - 3,1 2,0 2,7 - -

3,3 4,5 46 4,1 6,5 8,2 8,2

13,8 19,4 20,7 17,9 21,6 21,0 21,0

36,7 25,5 30,8 33,9 41,9 41,3 41,3
50,5 44,9 51,5 51,8 63,5 62,3 62,3

1,3 3,3 1,7 0,5 -0,3 0,5 0,,5
10,7 10,7 10,2 12,5 26,0 26,0 26,0
6,5 21,5 14,5 23,5 14,6 19,0 19,0

18,5 35,2 26,4 36,5 40,E 45,5 45,5

72,3 84,6 85,6 94,4 113,0 116,0 116,0

13,8 19,4 20,7 17,9 21,6 21,0 21,0
1,3 3,3 1,7 0,5 -0,3 0,5 0,5

15,1 22,7 22,4 18,4 21,3 21,5 21,5

Emplois - Agent de destination

B.C.T.:

D.T.S.
Banques commerciales :

Ressources extdrieures (brutes)
Administrations:

Aide pour le developpement
Emprunts exterieurs

Total
Entreprisas:

Aide: pour le ddveloppement
Participation
Credits

Total

TOTAL

Administrations

Entreprises

Total Aide

Aide pour le
developpement

36,7

3,3
6,5

46,5

25,5
4,5

21,4
51,4

30,8
4,6

14,5
49,9

33,9
4,1

23,5
61,5

41,9 41,3 41,3

6,5 8,2 8,2

14,6 19,0 19,0
63,0 68,5 68,5

Administrations Emprunts

Banques commerc. Emprus
Entreprises
Total emprunts exterieurs
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Table l
Capital and Financial Account of General Govtrnment - R

Resources: Origin
General government:

Savings
Central Bank:

Indebtedness
Commercial banks:

Short term treasury bonds
Long term treasury bonds
Deposits in postal paym. system

Total
Households:

Postal savings system
Postal payments system
Purchase of land
Repayments of cons. loans
Local loans

Total
Enterprises:

Transfers
Local loans
Postal payments system
Treasury deposits
Repayment of advances

Total
Abroad:

Aid
Foreign loans

Total
TOTAL

Uses: Destination
Commercial banks:

Repaym. long term treas. bonds
Other repayments
Special funds
Social security deposits

Total
Households:

Housing subsidy
Consumer loans
Repaym. of local loans
War damage payments
Sale of land

Total
Enterprises:

Subsidies, equity investments
Advances
Repaym. long-term treas. bonds
Repayment local loans
Non-identified transfers

Total
Gen'.1. Gov't.: Gross fixed invest.
Abroad: Repaym. of foreign loans

TOTAL

±~JV. ~ J'-J .L'Jt 4 ~ A~J .16

4,9 4,9 6,7 15,1

5,3 9,8 1.6,1 1,4

1,8 (1,2 11,6 ( ,0-

1,8 1,2 11,6 1,0

10,9 23,7 14,7

4,4 6,4 -1,u

1L,9 -1,2 3,:

1,0

0,1

0,8
1,9

1,3
1,0

6,1

8,4

15,1

15,1
37,4

,

1,0

0,2
0,4
0,3
0,8
0,3
2,0

5,0
1,2

0,2
-4,6

1,8
27,7

4,9
37,4

0,6
0,2
0,1

0,4
1,3

1,2
3,4
0,2
7,6

12,4

11,7
9,9

21,6
51,2

1,0
0,4
1,4

0,2
0,4
0,5
0,6
0,2
1,9

4,4
1,3

0,5
3,9

10,1
34,6

3,2
51,2

0,4
0,1
0,5

1,0

0,9

0,1
3,8
0,6
5,4

15,9
11,9
27,8
68,6

1,2
0,5
1,7

0,2
0,4
0,5
2,4
2,5
6,0

11,0

2,3
8,9

22 ,2

37,4
1,3

68,6

0,5
0,2
0,2

-

4,4

5,3.

0,7
1,4
0,3

-0,2

2,2

12,0
11,2
23,2
48,2

0,7
0,4
1,1

0,2
0,4
0,5
0,7
0,2
2,0-

6,6
4,0

3,3
-12,5

,4
41,6

48,2

0,6
0,1

-7

1,3

3,4
0,5
3,7

8,8

12,0
23,5
35 5
71,8

1,2
i )~

0,2
1,1
0,3
0,7
0,2
2,5

13,3

0,2
3,4

16,9
47,4

2,6
71,8

0,7
0,3
0,3
0,9

'1-7

,3

4,2
0,2
0,1- ',

6,8

8,1
25,4

33,5
71,4

1,6

1,6

0,3

0,3
0,2
4 2

2,6

11,7

0,8

4S 5

0,
0,1
0,1
4,-

1,1
4,9

-5,5

0,5

10,9
47,9
58,8
77,2

0,4

2,0
0,7
0,2
0,2
3,5

13,3

J

2,3

-- 71

0,0
77,2
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Tableau 11 MD
financier des Administrations - ressources et emploisCompte de capital et

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 H1 1973 H2

2,6 25,6 23,6 26,9 37,2 42,2 42,2

-0,7 4,8 -3,7 -5,9 -23,7 -3,9 -3,9

0,4 0,4
0,4 2,5

0,6 0,7
1,4 -0,6
0,1 0,3
1,2 1,4
1,8 -
5,1 1,8

0,8 3,0
4,7 3,0
1,4 -0,6

10,3 6,5
1,5 0,8

18,7 12,7

13,8 19,4
36,7 25,5
50,5 44,9
76,6 92,3

2,8 1,2
-2,5 2,1
0,3 3,3

0,4 0,4
2,2 2,3
0,7 0,7
0,2 -
0,1 0,3
3,6 3,7

16,4 21,2
1,2 -

1,3 1,7
-3,4 2,1
15,5 25,0
48,1 51,2

9,1 9,1
76,6 92,3

0,5
3,4

-0,7
3,2

0,7
0,3
1,4
1,9

4,3

1,1
1,4
0,4

10,6
0,2

13,7

20,7
30,8
51,5
92,6

0,5
0,8
2,6
3,9

0,3
2,2
0,6

3,1

17,9
4,5

2,9
7,9

33,2
39 , 6
12,8
92,6

1,0

0,1

1,1

2,0

0,4
2,0

4,4

1,8

9,3

-5,9

5,2

17,9
33,9
51,8
82,5

2,7
0,8
2,0
0,2
5,7

0,5
2,9
0,6

0,7

4,7

3,3 -
6,3 12,0 12,0

9,6 12,0 12,0

1,5
0,7
0,9
2,4

1,5
0,7
1,3
2,4

1,5
0,7
1,3
2,4

5,5 5,9 5,9

1,9
5,8
0,8
2,0

2,2
5,6
0,8

2,2
5,6
0,8

10,5 8,6 8,6

21,6 21,0 21,0
41,9 41,3 41,3
63,5 62,3 62,3

102,6 127,1 127,1

Ressources: Agent d'origine
Administrations:

Epargne
B.C.T. :

Concours
Banques commerciales:

Bons de tresor
Bons d'equipement et autre
D6p6ts au C.C.P.
Total

Menages
C.N.E.
C.C.P.
Achats terrains
Remboursement
Prets publics
Total

Entreprises
Transferts
Emprunts interieur
C.C.P.
D6p6ts
Remboursements pr ts
Total

Extsrieur
Aide pour le developpement
Emprunts exterieurs
Total

TOTAL

EmpLois : Agent de destination
Banques commerciales :

Rembours. bons d'&quippement
Autres remboursements
Ressources sp6ciales
D6p6ts securit6 sociale
Total

Menages
Prime a la construction
Emprunts nets
Rembours. de la dette
Dommage de guerre
Vente de terrain
Total

Entreprises
Subvent ions, participation
Pr~ts et avances (nets)
Remboursement: bons d'6quip.
Remboursemnent prits inter.
Concours non-identifis
Total

Administrations: F.B.C.F.
Extdrieur : Remboursement

TOTAL

3,3
1,4
3,1

3,6
1,4
3,4

3,6
1,4

3,4

7,8 8,4 8,4

0,7 0,9 0,9

3,4 5,3 5,3
0,6 0,6 0,6
0,1 0,1 0,1
0,8 1,7 1,7
5,6 8,6 8,6

14,0 19,6 42,6 42,6
3,9 5,7 5,1 5,1
1,7 2,4 3,0 3,0
5,9 0,8 0,4 0,4

-5,8 -10,7 -8,3 -8,3
19,7 17,8 42,8 42,8
40,4 51,6 52,5 52,5
12,0 19,8 14,8 14,8
82,5 102,6 127,1 127,1
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Table 12
Households - Resources and UssCapital Account of

1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966
Resourcest Origin

Households:
Savings

Central Bank:
Discounts of housing loans

Commercial banks:
Housing loans

General government:
Housing subsidies
Consumer loans
Repayment of local loans
War damage payments
Sale of 'land

Total

TOTAL

Uses: Destination

Households:
Housing

Central Bank:
Currency circulation

Commercial banks:
Sight deposits*
Time deposits
Bonds

Total
General government:

Postal savings system
Postal payments system
Purchase of land
Local loans

Total
Enterprise:

Transfers to public
building corporations

TOTAL

*1960-1964 private deposits only

8,2 4 17 _ 4 3 12,2 6,3 16,4 l,6

0,7 2,5 -1, 4,7 -0,2 -0,

-0,4 0,1 5,1 -2,4 V 0,6 1,4

0,2
0,4

0,3
0,8
0,3
2,0

10,5

0,2
0,4
0,5
0,6
0,2
1,9

9,2

0,2
0,4
0,5
2,4
2 ,5
6,0

14,4

0,2
0,4
0,5
0,7
0,2

2,0

16,5

0,2
1,1
0,3
0,7
0,2

92

0,3
0,9
0,3
0,2

1,7

19 ,0

0 4

4,J.

S,2
0,2

2,6

17,

5,2 7,2 7,5 7,9 7,7 7,5 10,7

3,0 -2,7 4,5 04 1,7 5,4 1,-3

0,4

1,0

0 ,J
0,1

0,8
1,9

3,2

0,2

3,4

0,6
0,2
0,1
0,4
1,3

1,5

1,4

0,4
0,1
0,5

1,0

2,7

0,2
2,9

0,5
0,2
0,2

4,4

-1,9

- 5

0,6
0,6
0,1

1,3

3,5

1,3
4,8

0,7
0,3
0,3

1,3

0,4
1,6
0,1
2,1

0,4
0,1
0,1
3,2
3,8

10 5 9,2 4,4 16,5 9,2 19,0 17,9
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Compte de capital
Tableau 12

et financier des me~nages - Ressources et emnplois MD
. .

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 Hii 1973 H12

2322 20,4 293439,4 38,2 341 38,1

-029 -095 0203 - -

17 1,6 0,9 0,4 _ 1,0 0, 7 01

0,4
1,0
0,7
0,2

25,9

0,4
0,9
0,7

2,3

23,4

0,3
0,3
0,6

1,2

0,5
0,9
0,6

0, 7

2,7

0,7
1,0
0,6
0,1

42 4

0,9
2,9
0,6
0,1

0,9
2 ,9
0,6
0,1
1,7
6,2

Ressources: Agent d' origine

Menages
Ep argne

Transferts de la banque centrale:
Reescompte emprunts logements

Transferts des banques commer.:
Emaprunts habitat

Transferts des Administrations
Primes a la construction
Emprunts nets
Renboursement de la dette
Dornage de guerre
Vente terrains
Total

TOTAL GENERAL
Empo i :Destination

Menages
Hab itat

Transferts a la Banque Centrale
Circulation fiduciaire

Transferts awc banques cornaer.
Depots a vue
Depots a terme
Obl igat ions
Total

Transferts aux administrations
C.N.E.
C. C.P .
Achats terrains
Prats publics
Total

Transferts aux entreprises
Transferts a la S. N. I.T.

~~15,5 1 7,3 16,9 20,2 20,8

31 12 1 ,88_., 7 61 _4Q

2,0

6,8

0,6
1,4
0,1

3,9

2,8
2,8

5,3

0,7
-0,6
0,3

04

2,4

794

0,7
0,3
1,4

2,4

8,7
3,4

-0 ,3
11,8

2,0

0,4

2,4

8,0

17,6

1,5
0,7
0,9

3,1

3,0
8,5

11,5

1,5
0,7
1,3

6,7

5,0
8,5

13,5

1,5
0,7
1,3

3,5

- 0,5 2,1, 3,0 -4,5 0,5 0,5

*1960 a 1964 partie privee seulemnent

TOTAL GEN~ERAL
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Table 13
Capi.tal Account of Enterp~rises - Resources and U.:, .- r _

Resources: Origin
Enterprises:

Savings
Central Bank:

Discounts
Shares
Short-terra discounts

Total
Commercial banks :

Loans
Equity investment

Total
Abroad:

Aid
Equity investment
Foreign loans

Total
General government:

Subsidies, equity investment
Advances
Repayment long-term Treas. bonds
Repayment of local loans

Total
Households:

Trans. to publ. build. corp.
TOTAL

Gross savings
Depreciation

Net' savings

Uses: Destination
Central Bank :

Currency circulation
Deposits
Special funds

Total
Commercial banks :

Deposits
Non-identified transfers

Total
Abroad :

Repayment of foreign loans
General government:

Transfers
Localnonse

1961 1962 1963 1964

16 1 3613323A 12,5

15 19bu/

2i,9 k 2 19 323
5,0

5,0

5,3

2,1
2 ,0

10,3

5,0
1,2

0,2
6,4

43,1
16,1

2,8
13,3

1,5

3,0

6,9

-1,0

-8 ,0

0,5

11,3

113

-3,4
4s5
7,2
8,3

4,54
1,3

6,2

5416
3693

5,0
31,3

-1,3

5,2
-2,5

2,7

0,5

15,4
0,4

0306
2,8
3,7

11,0

2,1

38,3

31,7

2,3
-0,5

21,3

1,8

4,4
6,2

1.1,4
1,9

13,3

-212
3,5

27,9

626
450

3 ,3

75 ,1
12,5

3,5

0,2

1,8

0,7
1,3

1,2 1,5
r- -022

-3,8 41-).

15,1 23,4

0,9 0,6

1,2 -

9,0 4 ,8
43,5 3 1,7
53,7 36 ,5

13,3 11,7
- 3,8

0,25 121

21,9 28,9
10,1 16,6
11,8 12,3

1,3
0,1~
-0 1
,3a

14,3
1,1

-0 ,3
9,0

1iJ

13,3
1,5

2,3
17,1

93 5
33,3

9 ,2

0 ,7
0,J
-23

-, 5

3 ,5

0,9

b,2
3,0

11.,2

2,6

14,3

-3,8 -1,9 32 6,L6. 10 11, 7LL 1

1,3
1,0

6,1

4,6

13,0

43,1

1,2
3,4
0,2
7,6

8,5

0,9

0,1
3 ,8
0,6

-3S

41,8
9 ,6

0,7
1,4
0,3

-02,2

12,5
14,7

~1 -)
3,4

0,5
3,7

5,4

2s3
4,2
0,2
0,.y

7'

107,s7

4 ,9

8,9
93,5

54 45 75,

±5 1 i02l,
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Tableau' 13
Compte de capital et financier des enterprises non-f inancieres

_-- AL

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 H11 1973 H2

67 0 4229 50,1 918 12 5 88,O j08§3

2,4

4 P4

19,1

20,4

1,3
10,7

185

16,4
1,2

1,3

18,9

131,6
67,0

39,5

-0,6
0,1

3,4

7,1
10

8,1

3,3
10,5

35,2

21,2

1,o7

22,9

0.5
112,5

42,9
36,8

6,1

1,4 -4,6 - - -

0,3 - - - -

0 -14,0 - - -

2Z.-18,6 - -

17,9

18

1,7

10,2
14 v5

17,9
4,5

25,3

124, 8
50,1
41,
8,8

1,0
0,2
1,3
2,5

8,8
_33,2

5,6

42,9

44,1

0,5
12,5
23,5.
36,5

14,0
3,9
1,7

3,0
182,3
91,8
48,9
42,9

33,0 23,0 23,0
a ,8 ,

33,0 23,8 23,8

-0,3 0,5 0,5
26,0 26,0 26,0
14 A 190 19,0
40,3 4515 45,5

19,6
5,7
2,4

28,5

-4,5

120,5

7935

42,6
5,1
3,0

51,1

208,9
88,0
55,5
32,5

42,6
541
3,0
0,4

51,1

0,5
229,2
108,3

55,5
52,8

Ressources: Agent d'origine
Entreprise non-financiere:

Epargne
Banque Centrale

Rees compt e
Titres
Pensions

Total
Banques Comnierciales

Cred its
Titres et participation

Total
Exterieur

Aide pour le developpement
Participation
Credits

Total
Administrations

Subvention, participation
Emprunts et avances (nets)
Remb. Bons d' equipement
Remb. autres prets interieures

Total
Menages

Transferts ai la SKIT
TOTAL

Epargne brute
Amort is sements

Epargne nette

Enp Lois :Destination

Banque Centrale:
Circulation f iduciaire
Depots
Ressources speciales

Total
Bancues coimerciales

Depots a vue at a terune
Concours non--identif ie

Total
E.cterieur

Remboursemen t
Administrations

Trans forts

1,5
0,3
12A

10,3
5,4

1 5,7

0,8
-0,4

2,7

6,9

4,9

4,3

-4,8

-0 ,5

25,9
8,2

34,1

2,9 2,3 3,4

_2!9% 2,3 3,4

16,7

13,4

18,3
-5 , 3
13,0

23,2
-5,?3
17,9

157,9 16,8 1
2 1 1 12,4 12 ,2 13, 7

0,8
4,7
1,4

10,3
1,5
3, 4

2 2,1

3,0
3,0

-0,6
6,5
0,8

-2,1

1,1
1,4
0,4

10,6
0,2

5,8

1,8
9,3

-5,9

5,8
11,0

1,9
5,8
0,8
2,0

10,7
21, 2

32,5
217,8

2,2
5,6
0,8

16,9

169,1

208,9

2,2
5,6
0,8

8,3
16,9

8,2
6815 73,393 1

16,

6,2 3I,:8 9,5 9,2

131,64 11~ 2 k5124,08 182,3
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Table 14

Disposable Natior.al Income in Market Prices

1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 19b %1967

Household revenues 273,5 263,3 324,2 362,2 395,3 399,0 '05,9

Taxes less transfers 66,4 67,8 71,6 85,7 99,0 115,4 115,8

Retained Profits of enterprises 13,3 31,3 31,7 3,5 11,8 12,3 9,2

Retained profits of Cen. Bank 0,8 0,4 0,3 0,2 0,1 0,3 -0,1

Retained profits of comm. banks 0,6 0,7 0,9 2,9 2,0 2,1 3,3

Available national income
in market prices

National income in

Net transfers from

Available national
in market prices

market prices

abroad

income

354,6 363,5 428,7 454,5 508,2 529:1 I534,

350,6 360,1 429,6 452,7 506,2 525,8 529,6

4,0 3,3 -081, 1,8 2,G 5,3 4,5

354,6 363,4 428,8 454,5 508 ,2 5.29 ,1 534,1

Table 15

Household Revenues

1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967

265,3 258,6 319,9 350,0 389,0 382,6 391,3

8,2 4,7 4,3 12,2 6,3 16,4 14,6

273,5 263,3 324,2 362,2 395,3 399,0 405,9

Household consumption

Savings

Household revenues
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Tab leau 14

Revenu national disonible aux prix du march ~ ND

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972

412,7 454,8 512,2 586,3 686,0

115,7 147,0 158,7

39 ,5 6,1 8,8

0,1 0,3 0,4

4,0 4.14 3,0

572,0 612 6 683,1

566,1 608,5 678,0

5,9 4,1 5,2

168,7

42,9

0,6

3,7

793,7

8,5

198,5

79 ,5

0,6

3,4

968,0

962,5

5,5

1973 H1 1973 H12

716,2 730,4

216,4 216,4

32,5 52,8

0,6 0,6

3,4 314

969,1 1.003,6

963,7 998,2
5,5 5,5

969,21.003,7

Revenu des menages

Impots nets de transf erts
Benef ices non-distribues des

entreprises non-f inancieres
Augmen. du fonds propre - B.C.T.

Auginen. du fonids propre - banques
commere iales

Total

Revenu national aux prix du marche

Transferts courants nets
de 1 'etranger

Total572,0 612,6 6832 80.,k 968,0

1968 1969 1970 19 71 1972

389 ,5 434,4 482 ,8 546, 9 647,8
i2, 20,4 29,4 39,4 38.
412,7 441 512,2 586,3 686 ,

Tableau 15

Reveudesna es

1973 Hi 1973 H2

682,1 692,3 Col

34,1 38,1 Epp

7,2 730,4

D

rsornnation privee

argne

Reveniu
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Direct taxes

Income from transfers:

Interest and dividends

Social security contrib.

Various transfers

Foreign aid--cur. purposes

Total

Expenditure for transfers:

Various transfers

Social security payments

Interest on public debt -
local

Interest on public debt -

foreign

Scholarships

Social welfare

Total

Net transfers received

Direct taxes plus
net transfers

Indirect taxes

Current subsidies to
enterprises

Net indirect taxes

Direct plus indirect taxes
(fiscal revenue)

Net transfers less

subsidies to enterprises

Taxes plus net transfers

Taxes

1961

19552

661

6599

2057

1934

11251

Table 16
and Net Transfers

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 19u7

20861 21585 24958 32762 43945 3929o

951 865 677 1094 1080 2 43

8756 8983 10044 12540 14772 16071

2273 1445 3919 4479 1696 2822

1970 1422 637 160 335 445

13950 12715 15477 18273 17883 21483

991

5185

908

6439

1468

6560

1691

7135

1871

8126

2219

9320

1870

9677

825 797 672 1475 1720 250 1750

1290

478

1057

726

1662

893

2632 3438 3004

11401 13365 14259

-150 585 -1544

19402 21446 20041

51147 50908 54851

4131 4541 3247

47016 46367 51604

877 1286 1906 2474

1646 2027 2208 2512

2426 2452 2355 2282

15250 17482 20508 20565

227 791 -2625 918

25185 33553

633$2 70953

2852 5479

60530 65474

41320 40216

80342 o2143

6259 6484

74083 75659

70699 71769 76436 88340 103715 124287 121441

-4281 -3956 -4791

66418 67813 71645

-2625 -4688

85715 99027

-8884 -5566

115403 115875
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Tableau 16

Impbts plus transferts nets 1.000 DT

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973

41233 57409 55904 58678 72534 82812

3902 5018 10757

17464 20731 21913

1252 814 1077

380 536 784

22998 27099 34531

10333 12330 14533

23266 25800 28200

2400 1130 1140

1008 516 520

37007 39776 44393

Impbts directs

Transferts resus

Int~rets et dividendes

Prestations sociales

Transferts divers

Cooperation internationale

Total

1

Transferts payes

1721 1769 1565 2596 2316 2700 Transferts divers

L0939 12293 13610 15000 16000 17000 Cotisations sociales

4125 5207 4350 6209 6823 7186 Intirets de la Dette -
interieur

2895 4201 5503 7426 7813 7644 Interets de la Dette -
exterieur

3055 3758 4395 6803 7068 7500 Bourses

2100 2144 2907 3240 2614 3028 Autres assistances sociales

!4835 29372 32330 41274 42634 45058 Total2

-1837 -2273 2201 -4267 -2858 -665

39396 55136 58105

83225 98785 105344

6923 6907 4709

76302 91878 100635

54411 69676 82147

121441 140810 147877

7140 12005 13612

114301 128805 134265

Transferts regus nets

Impots directs plus
transferts divers

Impts indirects

Subventions

d'exploitation

Impots indirects nets

124458 156194 161248 180119 213344 230689
Irnp6ts directs plus indirects

(revenu fiscal)

Transferts nets moins
subventions d'exploitation

Impats plus transferts nets

-8760 -9180 -2508

115698 147014 158740

-11407 -14863 -14277

168712 198481 216412
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Table 17

Public Expenditure on Goods and Services

1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967

In 1,000 D
Goods and services

Sal~ariles

Total

In

Goods and services

14,3 12,5 12 ,5 15,9 17 ,6 19,5 21,2

47,2 5023 52,5 54,7 61,5 221 79,"

61,5 62,8 65,0 70,6 79,1. 91,7 i31,

23,2 19,9 19 ,2 2 2,5 22,321,3 22,0

76,880,J808 725j 77,7 78,779,0

100 ,100,049Jj100 ,0 loo lo 10j0100,0 100 0

Salaries

Total
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Tableau 17

Consonunation des biens et services par ies acfrnfi istrations 'LS

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973

24,8

88,3

113,1

25, 3

96,1

121,4

28,8 29,4 32,4 34,0

106 ,4 113,4 128,9 140,3

135,2 142 , 161,3 174,3

En 1.000 D
Biens et services

Salaires

Total

En ,o

Biens et services

Salaires

Total

21,9 20,8

78,1 79,2

100 20 100-L0

'21,3
78,7

20,6

79,4

20,1 19,5

79,9 80,3

100,0 100,0
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